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EDITOR'S NOTE

Under the Plain Brown Wrapper
IN THE LAST ISSUE of Minnesota Alumni we invited readers

to help write this issue on aging. The invitation: Send us your
reflections, written from the heart, on what aging means to you,
in 300 words or less. I had hoped to receive 10 to 12 well-written
submissions, enough to constitute a solid four-page section.
Well. As your reflections came rolling in over several weeks’
time, this editor learned a thing or two about her readers. You’re
not shy. You know what it means to write from the heart. And,
like all good Minnesotans or people who have lived in Minnesota, you respond obligingly to an invitation. By the time the October 14 deadline
arrived, we had received about 60 thoughtful, sometimes poignant, and always
genuine little essays from readers in their 20s all the way up to age 92—at least one
from every decade in that span. We decided to publish as many as space would allow
and post the rest on our website at UMNAlumni.org.
At first, we were happily surprised to receive so many responses. But on reflection,
it makes sense that we did. When we ask ourselves what it means to age, we are
also asking, “what is the meaning of life?” Based on the responses we received, it’s a
question you’ve given a lot of thought to.
The first submission to arrive came in a handwritten envelope from 85-year-old
Agnes Griffiths of Mankato, whose photo graces our cover. When I called Ag to tell
her I would be pleased to publish her piece, she said, unexpectedly, “Really? Why?”
Because, I said, it’s well done and it speaks to your life experience from the heart,
which is exactly what we wanted. “Oh!” she said. “I’ve never written anything before!”
I loved hearing that this magazine was a vehicle for her to grow and stretch, because
that’s something we aim to do in all of our programming and services to alumni.
What strikes me about so many of your reflections is their honest, unvarnished
character. It’s the quality that transforms a piece of personal writing into something
universal. University of Minnesota First Lady Karen Kaler asks in her reflection,
“What, then, to make of the tricks the aging body plays in trying to convince us that
age is meaningful?” It’s a good question. I can tell you that by the time we were
ready to send this issue off to the printer, I had come to the conclusion that the word
“aging” is simply the plain brown wrapper on a gift box that contains the unique,
sparkling, and precious heights, depths, and breadths of each person’s life. Taken
together, they form the story of our shared life together on this very fragile planet.
This is a special issue of the magazine, and not because of anything we have
done. The artistry is all yours, and we thank you for sharing it so generously with our
worldwide community of alumni. It’s what community is all about.
Cynthia Scott (M.A. ’89) can be reached at scott325@umn.edu.

Correction
Our story After a Fashion [Fall 2016] neglected to mention that Patricia Columbus-Powers (B.M.E.
’06, M.S. ’11) was a recipient of the Sands Fellowship, which served as seed money for her business,
Siobhan Powers.
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FROM THE DESK
OF ERIC KALER

TOUR THE

We Need You Now More Than Ever
THE 2017 LEGISLATIVE SESSION is quickly approaching. In preparation,

I am sharing our legislative request with lawmakers and Governor
Mark Dayton and his staff, and I’ve been contacting newly elected
state representatives and senators.
One of my primary tasks as President is to be the Advocate-inChief. But I can’t tell our story alone. I need you—and other alumni
whose lives were changed by the U and who know firsthand the value
and impact of a University of Minnesota education.
You, along with our outstanding students, are our most credible
advocates. You can make a difference by meeting with legislators, making a phone
call, communicating via email, or even writing a good, old-fashioned snail mail letter or
postcard. The message is simple: Support the U because a strong University makes for a
strong, prosperous Minnesota.
Your personal story and passion for the U really matter. Case in point: Patricia Buschette (B.S. ’96), an alumni ambassador par excellence. She lives in the west central town
of Renville and is especially supportive of the University’s agricultural mission, Extension,
and our commitment to environmental education. For years, she’s been meeting with and
contacting legislators on our behalf. Patricia and her husband, Butch, have been generous
donors. They saw two of their daughters gain U degrees, too.
“Advocating for the U is like planting seeds,” she says. “You don’t see growth immediately. But when you share your insight about the University, what it did for you, and the
needs of our students and faculty, you plant a seed, and you hope that it will bear fruit.”
That’s the goal: to help lawmakers understand and support our efforts to produce
new ideas, groundbreaking research, and, most importantly, the next generation of civic,
scientific, arts, and business leaders. And, of course, to let them know you’re an engaged
constituent and a diligent voter.
Those of you who live outside of Minnesota can write to the Governor or a legislator
and share your University experience. And encourage your friends and family who live in
Minnesota to support the U.
This legislative session we are seeking to partner with the state on key initiatives that
support student success and affordability. That is, funding to help us improve, among
other things, our graduation rates, retention rates—particularly of students of color—and
enhance our capacity to teach more students in science, technology, engineering and
math fields, which are in historic demand.
We’re also hoping policymakers will make new investments in our highly successful
MnDRIVE—Minnesota’s Discovery, Research and InnoVation Economy program—improving cancer outcomes across the state, eliminating educational disparities, developing new
water technologies, and harnessing our strength in big data.
Learn more about our request at govrelations.umn.edu and get updates by joining our
UMN Advocates at advocates.umn.edu. And please attend our Legislative Kickoff Breakfast on January 25 (see page 51 for details). As always, Patricia Buschette plans to be there.
“Advocating for the U is extremely satisfying,” she says. “I think of my advocacy as not
just seeking economic support from the Legislature, but, of encouraging an appreciation
of the gifts that the University brings to the education and culture of the people of the
state. And it’s a way of paying back to the University all you received.”
I couldn’t have said it better myself! Our elected leaders hear about the U’s successes
from me all the time. But they need to hear from you, too. You can truly make a difference.

JAMES J.
HILL HOUSE
Minnesota’s
Downton Abbey

240 Summit Ave.,
St. Paul
651-297-2555
mnhs.org
MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

SEE HOW A FAMOUS
FLOUR MILL EXPLODED
704 S. 2nd St., Minneapolis
612-341-7555
millcitymuseum.org

ABOUT
CAMPUS
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Gophers Eric Curry, Michael
Hurt, and Ahmad Gilbert
mix it up at the Homecoming
Tip-Off on October 22.
Photo by Bruce Kluckhohn

College of Liberal Arts Dean JOHN
COLEMAN reflecting on the role
of the liberal arts in democracy.
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No. 1 in Voter Registration
AN ALL-OUT EFFORT by student leaders on

social media reaped big benefits at the U this
fall, as close to 9,600 students registered to
vote—the largest number by far from among the
14 universities in the Big Ten Conference.
In September, the Association of Big Ten Students (ABTS) launched the Vote Big campaign,
a movement to increase civic engagement in
the Big Ten. University of Minnesota student
Will Damman, a member of the ABTS executive
board, led the U’s efforts, which included
advertising the availability of online registration
via Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, and
other platforms. Online registration was done
on the website of the nonprofit TurboVote.

The U’s tally dwarfs the count at all other
schools in the conference. Gopher rivals Wisconsin and Iowa limped in at about 2,000 and 3,500,
respectively, while Maryland, the school with the
second highest number of registrations, came in
at about 4,500. In all, more than 35,000 students
registered throughout the Big Ten.
The U’s results are consistent with a surge in
voter registrations throughout the state. Minnesota
saw a record-breaking 73,478 voters preregister
online on October 17, shattering the previous
one-day record of about 27,000 online voter
registrations, according to Minnesota Secretary
of State Steve Simon. Student Jared Finnerty is
pictured here voting on campus November 8.

Chris Cooper

“Politics is not
easy—nor should it
be. Much is at stake.
Vigorous and forceful
argument and
counterargument
capture our
attention. They
energize us and stir
us to participate.
But we must be
open to different
perspectives. The
liberal arts teach us
to act toward others
with humility and
respect because we
recognize there are
multiple ways to look
at the world.”

REGENTS ROUNDUP

The Board of Regents
approved the U’s fiscal year
2018-19 budget request of
$126.2 million at its October
meeting. The request focuses
on four areas:

GIVING ALUMNI

40,330 alumni gave
$171.2 million to the
University of Minnesota
in fiscal year 2016, 55
percent of all gifts
received. In total,
private donors gave
$312 million to the U,
the second highest total
ever, trailing only last
year’s all-time record.

• Student success. Growing
the admissions pipeline for
underrepresented Minnesota
students; advancing the longterm success of students
by improving retention and
graduation rates, thus making
college more affordable; and
increasing access to highdemand science, technology,
engineering, and math fields.

• Core mission support
to ensure academic and
operational excellence across
all system campuses.
• NRRI Applied Research
for Economic Development.
Enhancing strategic research
programs at Duluth’s Natural
Resources Research Institute.
The Board also took action
on a $1.6 billion, six-year capital
improvement plan and 2017
state capital request. The
capital plan advances strategic
goals such as repositioning
libraries for the 21st century;
improving educational and
clinical research space for the
Medical School and other Academic Health Center colleges;
and maintaining and extending
the life of the U’s 29 million
square feet of infrastructure.
The $317.6 million 2017
state capital request consists
largely of projects carried
over from the 2016 legislative
session, which failed to pass a
bonding bill.
For more on the Board of
Regents, including minutes and
agendas, visit regents.umn.edu.

A Ray of Sunshine
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA is tapping into a new source of

power. With approval from the University of Minnesota’s Board
of Regents in October, the U’s Twin Cities campus will purchase
two megawatts of community solar garden subscriptions from
Minneapolis-based Geronimo Energy, LLC.
Director of Sustainability Shane Stennes says the move not
only supports the development of new renewable energy
resources in Minnesota, but will save the U nearly $800,000 over
the 25-year contract.
A community solar garden is a centralized, shared solar
electricity facility connected to the energy grid that has multiple
subscribers. The University is pursuing other renewable options
in addition to the community solar subscription, recently submitting a letter of support to the Public Utilities Commission for
Xcel Energy’s Renewable Connect pilot program, which would
allow Xcel customers to designate that a portion of their electricity come from a blend of wind and solar resources.

“

University Relations

• Funding Minnesota’s Discovery, Research, and InnoVation
Economy Initiative (MNDrive)
by supporting research in clean
and abundant water; eliminating disparities; cancer care and
treatment; and big data.

ARE YOU LISTENING?

The University of
Minnesota Archives has
launched U of M Radio
on Your Historic Dial, a
podcast that features
historic recordings from
KUOM and WMMR, the
original professional and
student-run radio stations
at the University of Minnesota. The podcast is also
available on iTunes and
Google Play.

Perry did all the work, but
the final word was the judge’s.
I wanted to be the judge.

”

United States Supreme Court Justice SANDRA SOTOMAYOR speaking at
Northrop on October 17 during the annual Stein Lecture. She was referring to how
the television show Perry Mason inspired her decision to pursue a law career.
9

Nonreligious
The Ledger
The incoming class of first-year
students—the Class of 2020—is the
largest freshman class on the Twin
Cities campus in half a century.
Size of current freshman class

5,800+
49,000
22%
1,000
30,975
Total applicants

Students of color

From Greater Minnesota

Total enrollment on TC campus

Your suppor is music to

our patients' ears

Minnesota Centennial
Showboat in 1958
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Atheists

TEN YEARS AGO, a study by University of Minnesota sociologists found that
atheists were the most disliked of a long list of racial and religious minority
groups in the United States. A recent study by the same researchers found
that attitudes haven’t budged. The reason? It’s complicated.
“I think this research shows that many people in the United States still think
of religion as an indicator of being a good citizen, neighbor, and person, and
that is increasingly placing nonreligious people in a bind,” says Professor
Penny Edgell of the Department of Sociology, who coauthored the recent
study with Professors Douglas Hartmann and Joseph Gerteis and graduate
student Evan Stewart.
At the same time, other studies have documented that the number of
people who identify as nonreligious—including atheists, agnostics, and those
who call themselves “spiritual but not religious”—is growing. Interestingly,
even some of those who call themselves nonreligious can be conflicted
about embracing that identity. Case in point: The U researchers found that
40 percent of Americans disapprove of the nonreligious, but 33 percent of
survey participants identified themselves as being just that.
Edgell believes the contradiction can largely be attributed to a distrust of
atheists, who are perceived as rejecting accepted cultural values and practices.
“Some people in that 33 percent might not necessarily be disapproving
of any nonreligious group, but those who are usually distrust atheists over
the other two groups,” she says, explaining that the issue is about more
than morality. “We think it also has to do with atheists often politicizing their
nonreligious beliefs and that makes people uncomfortable with religion
being a part, or not a part of public life. Religion may be a private choice in
the U.S., but it is also used as a yardstick for moral character so it does have
public implications.”
Researchers also found an uptick in anti-Muslim sentiment; participants
indicated that they view Muslims as a threat to Judeo Christian culture. The
team’s paper on that work will be published in the next several months.
—Meleah Maynard

[DJ Park Dental
With U every smile of the way.

YOUR DENTIST FOR A LIFETIME.
40 convenient Twin Cities and western Wisconsin locations.
Early morning and evening appointments.
Preferred provider for most insurance companies.
Locally owned by dentists who care.*

Visit us online to find your dentist and schedule an appointment today.

parkdental.com
*100 of our 118 dentists are University of Minnesota alums.
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DISCOVERIES

The Unequal Burden of U.S. Wars
EVER SINCE THE LAUNCH of Project Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan weeks after

A new study documents the
disproportionate extent to
which poor and working-class
families bear the brunt of
fighting America’s wars.

Andy Martin

By Dick Dahl

the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001, the United States has been sending an uninterrupted flow of soldiers to fight in foreign lands. To date, some 7,000 of them have
died and at least 60,000 have been injured. However, as University of Minnesota
Law School Assistant Professor Francis Shen points out, “Any tourist who comes
here wouldn’t know we’re at war.”
Why is this? Shen thinks it might be due, in part, to how the burden of the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan has been borne primarily by working-class Americans and
those who come from communities of lower socioeconomic status.
Shen’s primary academic interest is neuroscience and the law, but he’s focused
much of his recent research on the societal impact of the nation’s reliance on an
all-volunteer fighting force. His latest published work, “Invisible Inequality: The
Two Americas of Military Sacrifice,” coauthored with Boston University Political
Science Professor Douglas Kriner in the spring issue of the University of Memphis
Law Review, further advances his argument that an all-volunteer military exacts
greater sacrifice from the nation’s poorer regions and populations. The research
also concludes that Americans are, by and large, unaware of the extent to which
this is true.
For their recent study, Shen and Kriner conducted a series of investigations—
including analysis of over 500,000 American combat casualties from World War II
through Afghanistan—and coupled that information with socioeconomic data to
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“IGNORING
INEQUALITY IN
MILITARY SACRIFICE
IS BOTH MORALLY
COMFORTING
AND POLITICALLY
BENEFICIAL. BUT
IT IS AT ODDS
WITH EMPIRICAL
REALITY, AND, MOST
IMPORTANTLY, WITH
OUR AMERICAN
IDEALS OF SHARED
SACRIFICE.”
Francis Shen

document that post-9/11 wars are working-class wars.
They found that in World War II, for example, the
median family income of high-casualty communities
and low-casualty ones was roughly equal: $21,121 and
$20,828, respectively. But in the Iraq and Afghanistan
wars, the disparity widened to $41,741 and $53,086.
They also found that counties with lower education
and income levels had higher percentages of their
residents wounded in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Shen argues that while we may be generally aware
that people from lower socioeconomic backgrounds
are carrying a disproportionate military burden, most
people aren’t sufficiently cognizant of how big and
multidimensional that burden really is. According to
Shen, their sacrifice only begins with the statistics of
death and injury. He argues that oftentimes soldiers
must deal with other problems when they return
home, such as psychological trauma and lack of
nearby resources.
Shen and Kriner first explored this social disparity in a
2010 book, The Casualty Gap, which examined military
death rates and found increasing inequality in American
war deaths since World War II. Shen says that after that
book was published, they realized they had more work
to do in examining data about who is wounded. The
result was the Memphis Law Review article.
Shen’s interest in disparate military sacrifice
dovetails with an interest in neuroscience. He is the
director of the Shen Neurolaw Lab, which conducts
research to enable lawyers, courts, and policymakers
to better understand neuroscience. According to
Shen, neuroscience has been advancing the idea
that mental conditions like post-traumatic stress
disorder are injuries that need treatment just as
a physical injury does. But in the case of soldiers
returning home to a poor community, that treatment
may not be available.
“There’s a bit of a double whammy for those

coming back, and it’s this: Recovery from things
like PTSD, depression, et cetera, depends critically,
the evidence suggests, on social networks and the
strength of social resources that one has. You’re
farther away from the VA hospital, you have fewer
trained professionals, and frankly you’re forgotten
because you don’t look any different than anyone
else. You’re not missing a leg, you don’t have a big
cast. At some point people say, ‘Aren’t you over
that by now?’”
The problem, he says, is that while mental injury is
real, it can often be hard to prove. “However, the way
we should not respond is: ‘People with broken arms
and legs have a real injury; people with PTSD and
depression don’t have a real injury.’”
In their article, Shen and Kriser segue from
analysis to advocacy, arguing that society has an
obligation to its soldiers. “Ignoring inequality in
military sacrifice is both morally comforting and
politically beneficial. But it is at odds with empirical
reality, and, most importantly, with our American
ideals of shared sacrifice.”
Shen contends that issues about military sacrifice
need to be more visible and vigorously debated.
“When weighing the cost of war, we need to be
front and center in that conversation. We need to
talk about what we expect the real human cost to
be and that it’s not just lives lost, that it includes all
these brain injuries.” Shen says he is not advocating
a return to military conscription. He does believe,
however, that members of the military deserve
better. “Let’s acknowledge the inequality and let’s
provide everything we can to provide support for
those who are willing to take a special role for this
country. We don’t give enough credence to the real
sacrifice that’s being made and the real long-term
cost potential for some of these individuals.” M.

Mapping the Arctic
Less than a year after President
Barack Obama announced a
White House Arctic Initiative that
included better mapping of the
area, a team of researchers led
by the University of Minnesota
Polar Geospatial Center released
the first ever publicly available
set of high-resolution, threedimensional topographic maps
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of the entire state of Alaska.
Known as digital elevation
models (DEMs), the maps will
serve as a benchmark for future
climate changes in the Arctic
by assisting scientists studying
glaciers, permafrost collapse,
and coastal retreat.
Paul Morin, director of the
Geospatial Center, says the ultra-

high-resolution data, based on
images captured by commercial
satellites, will also be helpful for
land management, sustainable
development, and air transportation safety. With the DEMs, he
says, scientists can see detailed
topography of the land, including
individual trees, lakes, roads, and
buildings. “We are measuring

the surface of the Earth at a
resolution and geographic scale
and spatial resolution that no one
has ever done before. It is one of
the most exciting things I’ve ever
seen in my career.”
The DEMs and emerging
information are available at nga.
arnga.maps.arcgis.com.
—Meleah Maynard
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The University of Minnesota
has been named a Udall
Center of Excellence in Parkinson’s Disease Research,
joining eight other centers
around the nation. The
distinction comes with a
$9.07 million grant from the
National Institutes of Health
over the next five years.
A team of University
researchers and physicians,
led by Jerrold Vitek (Ph.D.
’84, M.D. ’84), professor and
chair of the University of
Minnesota’s Department
of Neurology, will focus on
three main research projects:
• Project 1 will study the
underlying changes in
brain circuitry that affect
patients with Parkinson’s
disease.
• Project 2 will develop new
stimulation approaches
in a region of the brain
called the pallidum that is
important for controlling
voluntary movement.
• Project 3 will also explore
the effects of novel
stimulation approaches
on brain circuitry that
mediates movement
problems associated with
Parkinson’s disease.

Moms and dads alike find greater
well-being in activities with their
children than without, but moms
find parenting more tiring,
according to researchers at the
University of Minnesota and Cornell
University. Associate professor of
policy analysis and management
Kelly Musick of Cornell University,
along with University of Minnesota
associate professor of psychology
Ann Meier, and researcher Sarah
Flood (Ph.D. ’09) with the Minnesota
Population Center, studied data
gathered from more than 12,000
parents reported in the 2010, 2012,
and 2013 American Time Use Survey.
They found that mothers reported
more stress and greater fatigue
related to parenting than fathers did.
The difference appears to be due
to the fact that mothers do more of
the work of parenting while fathers
experience more of the fun.
Mothers are more likely than
fathers to be called on by kids around
the clock, Meier explains, while
fathers’ sleep and downtime are less
likely than mothers’ to be interrupted
by children. Additionally, Meier says,
the study found that when mothers
are with their kids, they are more
often by themselves. In contrast,
when fathers are with their kids, they
are more likely to have other adults
around, offering some backup.
The findings were published in
the October issue of the American
Sociological Review.

University of Minnesota
researchers have found
that monkeys living
in captivity lose much
of their natural gut
bacteria and wind up with
bacteria resembling that
of humans, suggesting that
switching to a low-fiber
Western diet may have
the power to deplete
most normal primate gut
microbes in favor of a less
diverse set of bacteria.
Using DNA sequencing,
University computer
science and engineering
professors Dan Knights and
Tim Johnson, along with
Jonathan Clayton (Ph.D.
’15) of the School of Veterinary Medicine, found that
monkeys at several zoos on
three different continents
not only lose most of their
native gut bacteria, but
also consistently acquire
the same new and less
diverse set of the bacteria
that dominate humans’
guts. The condition of gut
bacteria—called the microbiome—has been linked
to medical conditions
in humans ranging from
obesity to autism.
“We think this study
underscores the link
between fiber-rich diets
and gut microbiome
diversity,” Knights says.
The study was published
in the September 6 issue
of the Proceedings of
the National Academy of
Sciences.

Fertnig/iStock

In a groundbreaking new study
led by University of Minnesota
biomedical engineers, artificial
blood vessels bioengineered in
the lab and implanted in young
lambs are capable of growth
within the recipient. If confirmed in humans, these new
vessel grafts could prevent the
need for repeated surgeries in
some children with congenital
heart defects.
Designing a vessel that
will grow with its host is one
of the greatest challenges of
vessel bioengineering. For
this study, led by University of
Minnesota Department of Biomedical Engineering Professor
Robert Tranquillo, researchers
generated vessel-like tubes in
the lab from a postnatal donor’s
skin cells and then removed the
cells to minimize the chance of
rejection. This approach allowed
the vessels to be stored and
implanted when needed without the need for customized cell
growth of the recipient. Once
the tube was implanted in a lab
it was repopulated by the lamb’s
own cells, allowing it to grow.
Playing a key role in the
development of the bioengineered vessel was a pumping
bioreactor that provided
the tube with nutrients and
“exercise” to strengthen and
stiffen it. Developed by Zeeshan
Syedain (Ph.D. ’09), a senior
research associate in Tranquillo’s
lab, the bioreactor helped make
the vessel stronger than a native
artery so it wouldn’t burst in a
patient..
The study was published in
the September issue of Nature
Communications.

LIVELIFE
LEAVE THE CARES AND SERVICES TO US
From senior housing to home health care to skilled care services,
you’ll find Crest View offers choices and options to fit your
individual needs.
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4444 Reservoir Blvd. NE, Columbia Heights
ph: 763-782-1601
• The Boulevard Senior housing
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on limited incomes
• Royce Place Assisted living and memory care
• Crest View Lutheran Home Short term
rehab, long term and memory care, and
end of life care
Crest View on 42nd
Assisted living and memory care

CrestViewCares.org

New CamPus!
Crest View Senior
Community at Blaine
Senior housing, assisted
living, memory care, and
care suites
12016 Ulysses Ave. NE
Blaine
ph: 763-762-8430

Growing
Older
Readers have their say.
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Aging joys:
Inhaling healing, self-forgiveness,
vision, values, joy, love
Exhaling illness, regrets, hurt, anger,
sadness, hate
Harv Bartz (M.S.W. ’74) , White Bear Lake
Photographed by Scott Streble
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I stumbled into my 20s not quite sure who I was or where I fit in. I felt like an outsider,
trying hard to fit into this mold everyone around me seemed to find naturally. I
squeezed and pushed as much as I could, but it became apparent that I wasn’t going to
fit. I didn’t understand what was so different about me. I looked at every inch of who I
was and found no obvious answer as to why I wasn’t fitting in. Every day it was like trying
to catch up to where they were—just reaching the final point when they would take off
again. It exhausted me to my core.
I let go of this image that I and everyone else had of me, and for the first time, let my
bare soul show itself. I saw who I really was—someone who has countless faults, who can
be selfish and difficult, who has made mistakes. But I also saw someone who deserved
better than listening to the people who were constantly telling me that I needed to
change. I let go of these dark, hateful ideas about who I was and I felt free. I’m starting
my 21st year a completely different person. I have a messy, imperfect, tangled up life,
and I love every single part of it.
Erica Mahoney (Class of 2018), Minneapolis
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From a young age we’re programmed to set long-term goals: go to college, get a job,
get married, have kids, and raise the next generation to repeat the process. I worried
since childhood what my life would look like: Will I be accepted into college? How will I
pay for it? Where will I live and how will I support myself? What if I’m not successful in
one or all of the goals I’ve set?
Aging and life have taught me is that it’s OK not to adhere to a strict plan of action; it’s
OK to let things fall as they will—or as the French say, laissez-faire. I become stressed
worrying about achieving so many short and long-term goals that I sometimes neglect
to live in the moment.
Aging is natural and should be embraced rather than feared. We evolve with more
experiences, wisdom, and opportunities to grow. We examine what we want out of life
and follow a path that brings us joy. Where we end up may not be exactly as planned,
but what ultimately matters is finding happiness. At age 22, I’m proud of the person I’ve
become. I look forward to pivoting toward life post-college graduation. As the saying
goes: Live well, laugh often, and love much. It’s an excellent mantra and a way of life I’ve
found to be very fulfilling.
RaeAnna Buchholz (B.A. ’16), St. Paul
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I have a messy, imperfect,
tangled up life, and I love
every single part of it.
Erica Mahoney (Class of 2018) , Minneapolis
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At 30, I’m on the old end of the millennial generation. I sometimes feel like
an imposter in this group. Previously, I
viewed 30 as the magic number when
you should have your life together. And
really, I do. I have a job, I’m married, I
recently bought a house. I’ve checked
some adult boxes. Yet, my millennial
tendencies come through. Our new
house is in the city, not the suburbs.
We don’t have children—nor do we
want to. I want to find purpose in my
daily work, I sleep late, and sometimes I
wonder if we made a mistake in buying
a home when we have aspirations to
live abroad someday. I especially have
these thoughts when we’re spending
more Saturday afternoons at Home
Depot than at the local microbreweries. What have we done?
Growing up, I viewed aging as a
prescribed and linear process: college, job, marriage, dog, house, kids,
college fund, retirement fund. My
path was fairly linear until I got past
marriage. At that point I realized, with
help from my husband, that the best
version of myself was going to follow
a more circuitous route. Friends and
colleagues who have traveled a similar
path have shown me that the detours,
pit stops, and changes in destination
are the things that enrich us and
make us human. I’m thankful for their
guidance. I have realized that 30 is a
magical age where I have it all figured
out—just not in the way I thought I
would. Being a “real adult” isn’t about
checking boxes in sequence. It’s about
being comfortable with the notion that
whatever path I take in life is the right
one for me.
Whitney Heber (B.S. ’08, M.B.A. ’15)
Minneapolis

What does young feel like? Being immortal.
What does old feel like? Realizing my
limitations and trying to live within them.
Steven Michael Bauer (B.A.E. ’78)
Riverside, California

Rich Ryan
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When I first started playing drums at age 50, many
family members thought I was crazy. Although I had a
classical music background and knew the rudiments of
music, I had never played percussion, and I had certainly
never played rock music. But for a long time I had been
looking at my son’s dust-covered drum kit thinking,
“Wouldn’t that be fun?”
Widowed at 42, I raised my kids on my own and had
little time for fun, creativity, or a social life. By the time my
children were both in college, I was functioning on
a very basic level, simply
doing what I could to keep
things going and working
to make enough money to
support us. I had fallen into
a seriously isolated rut.
Once I recognized that,
I felt open to learning
something new in a way I
hadn’t allowed myself in a
very long time. So I signed
up for drum lessons.
Playing along eagerly to
familiar rock songs in my
basement, I could almost
feel new synapses firing
in my brain. The process
of retraining my limbs
and mind to do things they had never done before was
exhilarating. But I had to let go of the idea of immediately
being good and just allow myself to try, to make mistakes,
and to try again.
Most of us in midlife have experienced a rut, no matter
our circumstances. We come to rely on the activities and
habits of a lifetime, just doing what we’ve always done,
which is for the most part what we already know we can
do. We are no longer beginners at anything.

Being a beginner is scary. It means not knowing what
on earth you’re doing. When performing music, it means
not knowing what you’re doing in public. Despite the
fear I felt about performing, I loved the feeling of being
a beginner again—the wonderful phase of learning
something new when your progress is fast and palpable,
despite your insecurity. The rush of experiencing that
rapid progress is very exciting. It’s a feeling we forget as
we grow older.
When I first started to drum, I never expected to play
in front of, or with, other people. The very thought terrified me. But after discovering a music studio called Rock
Camp for Dads (which was very welcoming to non-dads
also), I faced that fear and signed up to play in a band.
The first night I sat behind the drum kit with the band,
I was scared out of my mind. There’s nothing tentative
about playing the drums; you make a mistake, and
everybody hears it. Yet I did it anyway. Sometimes I
made mistakes, sometimes I didn’t. When I didn’t, it was
thrilling. I saw my new bandmates in front of me—strangers who would soon become friends—tapping their toes
in time to the music. They played along or sang. It was a
powerful feeling: I made the rhythm they were responding to! I made that happen!
That was the best part of beginning again: learning
how to work together in a community to create music.
Now I’m playing in bands with other amateur musicians,
in front of audiences, and having an amazing time! I’m
learning constantly, making friends, and feeling energized to continue exploring new things. The thought
of undertaking a new hobby, traveling, learning a new
language, or taking a class in an unfamiliar subject no
longer seems scary, but exciting and motivating.
Miriam Queensen, Golden Valley
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I’m very healthy and spry at 48, but I think about death all the time. Not in a morbid way, but
rather in an energizing way. I remind myself that life is finite, time is measured, and the likelihood of doing many of the things I dream of depends on prioritizing how to make the most of
the next 30 years. Why 30? My 53-year-old husband and I could live to be centenarians, and I
hope we do, but, realistically, I’d rather bank on accomplishing as much as possible prior to 80.
I began thinking more concretely about the timeline of life a few years ago, when I was first
assigned to write Old News, the newsletter for the U of M’s Center on Aging. This writing
involves interviewing extraordinary older individuals about their lives. I speak with people
whose passion, enthusiasm, and joy have persisted through incredible adversity, from paralyzing car accidents to the violent death of a child. The happiest older adults seem to share
certain traits: They are uncompromising in taking care of their bodies and minds by staying
active, involved, and curious; they never stop working to improve the world; and they make the
most of their lives by acknowledging that we aren’t here forever.
By accepting instead of denying death, we give ourselves the chance to live more fully. As
Mary Oliver says in her gorgeous poem, “When Death Comes,” I don’t want, when it is all over,
to “wonder if I have made of my life something particular, and real. . . . I don’t want to end up
simply having visited this world.”
Jeannine Ouellette, Minneapolis
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What, then, to make of the tricks the aging
body plays in trying to convince us that
age is meaningful?
University of Minnesota First Lady Karen Kaler
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I’m grateful to be healthy and reasonably fit for my age. And
though I’m still a long way from wise, I’ve learned a few things
in my 47 years that are worth knowing. But I definitely have
issues with aging.
They range from the trivial and vain—hang-ups about gray
hair, forehead frown lines, crepey collarbone skin—to that
basic, universal fear of death. Not only my own, but the deaths
of friends and loved ones. It’s an inescapable fact that the
older you get, if you’re lucky enough to get older, the more
people you lose.
The losses I’ve already experienced, the sudden deaths and
the protracted ones, seem unbearable at times, and of course
there are more to come. More joys and new beginnings, for
sure, but more losses too. No question that, for me, the single
hardest part of getting older is going to be all those goodbyes.
Susan Maas, Minneapolis

I feel like I’m 35, even though I’m 54 years
young. I work on campus with young athletes
who keep me updated on the world’s
changes and new lingo.
I find myself feeling more like a grandfather
than a parent to these young people.
Every year I get older and their age never
changes. Every year there is a new group of
18-year-olds on campus. Sometimes they make
me feel smarter and some days I get to lay some
wisdom on them.
John “Jay-Bee” Blackshear (B.S. ’89), Hopkins
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People age cheeses, and they

t

The best thing about my getting older is that I got to start young. Having a moderate case
of scoliosis means that I have had arthritis-like pain since I was 15—tiresome stiffness in the
morning and intensified dull pain on stormy nights. The pain unfurls from behind my shoulder
blades, swells to the base of my skull, and oozes down to my lower back. It hurts when I sleep,
stand, move, or bend. When I was first diagnosed, the deformity was heart-wrenching for a
self-conscious teenager. The pain made me sad, and then it made me tough.
Now I’m 45. Over the decades, the pain became a part of me and gave me a different outlook. Hardships, both mine and others,’ do not seem so hard. The long-term pain endurance
made me much less empathetic. “So what?” I would think to myself when I heard a complaint,
though I have learned to keep the judgment to myself. Everyone has the right to experience
pain in their own way.
Life will present new pains and losses, and I am more prepared. These facets of aging no
longer surprise me. Therefore, the best part of my getting older: becoming unafraid.

sometimes age wines, but few of
us intentionally “age” ourselves.
Thus, aging isn’t a process. It’s a
discovery. We spend an hour on
the tennis court, and find that our
knees ache for the next two days.
When did that start?
We return home from the library
with a stack of books . . . but not the
one we’d gone there to fetch.
On the other hand, we better
understand the logic of taste and
are no longer so concerned about
following recipes to the letter.
We make camp at 11 in the
morning, feeling no need to
return from the woods with tales
of heroic combat against the
elements.
And it’s become increasingly
clear that to read only the first volume of Remembrance of Things
Past will suffice for the duration.
The chipmunks in the drainpipe become more interesting.
We attend concerts just to hear
sounds we’ve never heard before.
It isn’t too late to come to grips
with Being and Time, though by
now we’re more inclined to tackle
Bosh and Flapdoodle.
There is a sheen of richness
over everything, and we hope it
lasts a long time before the world
goes dark.
John Toren (B.A. ’74)
Golden Valley

Winnie Nelson (Pharm.D. ’96, M.S. ’03), Whitehouse Station, New Jersey
Photographed by John O’Boyle
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When did this happen, this shift—this physical
change? All I did was continue living my daily
life, and for most of those days everything
seemed to remain the same.
James Boyer (B.A. ’73), Minneapolis
Photographed by Scott Streble
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Aging is tricky business. I am 66 and sort of retired. During the last few
years of my professional life as a communications person, I felt I was living in
two worlds. Some days, I felt marginalized and out of step with my younger
colleagues, like the time my passing reference to Ed Sullivan was met with
blank stares.
On other occasions, I felt subtly patronized. People were way too
deferential and my ideas were not challenged in the same way those offered
by my younger colleagues were. I felt I was being given a pass. Marginalized,
patronized, either way I felt less than a full partner in the work we were doing.
Still, it is difficult to know when to let go. There is a less-than-subtle societal push to move over for the next generation. After all, they have a right to
shape the world in which they live. Don’t they?
Now, as I enter my second year of retirement, I have yet to find my stride.
I love my new flexibility, but I have too much energy to sit at home making
bird feeders in the garage. I would like to remain professionally engaged on
a part-time basis, but it has to be the right work with the right people. This is
unfolding more slowly than I would like.
But I am learning patience as I let my interests and passions lead me to a
balance and a rhythm that works for me.
Scott Richardson (B.A. ’72), Northfield
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Mom’s doom-and-gloom warnings about growing old began in my teens.
“Look, look at how the skin on my hand no longer bounces back,” she said,
demonstrating with a tiny pinch. I now wear a silver ring she gifted me. Mom
passed it on with a comment that could tarnish it if I let it. “Wear it now,
before your hands get old.”
By the time I hit 45, Mom was 70. Several times I’d caught her muttering at
herself in the mirror. “Ugly old woman”—she’d say disgustedly. I’m not making
this up. In imitation of her own mother she later confessed.
I still feel shock at realizing how our culture warped my mom’s view of herself. In her 70s she was a strong, handsome woman who drew people in with
her curiosity. And she learned late in life, ill and in assisted living—she not only
enjoyed her days, but captured the love of adoring new friends—of all ages.
Where did my mom learn to loathe her own aging body? It’s ageism that
creates the pictures of ugliness and hopelessness around normal aging,
writes activist Ashton Applewhite. Ageism blinds us to what we gain as we
grow old. We’re steeped in images of sick, sad, grumpy, and forgetful from
the time we’re tots.
I’ve learned that negative stereotypes bombard us—setting the stage for
how we feel about ourselves as we age. We take them in from many sources,
apply them to others, and eventually must apply them to ourselves.
I’ve also learned of vital aging from amazing older role models leading the
way—like Vital Aging Network cofounder Jan Hively (M.A. ’77, Ph.D. ’01). And
somewhere between Mom’s dire warnings and my own aging past midlife,
I’ve learned to see the beauty of older bodies, and also the steel within.
Lindsey McDivitt (B.S. ’84), Ann Arbor, Michigan

As I approach life in my 60s, as I reflect
back on the years, I think I finally figured
it out. I am an actor living my life in
an endless campus carnival skit (with
tongue firmly pressed inside my cheek)!
Christopher Mayr (B.A. ’81), Roseville
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I turned 55 in September, the day before
summer said goodbye and the weatherman
warned of flash floods. To me, 55 begins the
countdown of the clock. It comes with new,
arthritic-sounding words like retirement,
senior discount, Medicare. New junk mail starts
appearing in my email box, for example, for
senior living. I find it shockingly dull next to my
regular junk mail, like Russian brides, who seem
full of hope and adventure. Senior living sounds
limited and cautious.
I don’t feel limited and cautious, although
I mostly eat yogurt now instead of ice cream
and I’m afraid of falling in winter. Certain casual
events, like if the clerk at Home Depot calls
me “Miss,” are encouraging. Today, a young
restaurant host called me “My Lady,” and I rode
off into an Arthurian kingdom where riders smite
each other and there is no conventional time or
vocabulary.
In general, time units blur into indeterminate
segments. Did something happen a few years
or a few decades ago? Or in a book? Celebrities
who defined the music and movies of my 20s
are dying and a little part of me dies with each
of them, until I dread the day that no young people will share any of my references. Over the
summer, I accidentally colored my hair bright
orange. After the shock subsided, I put on a
gold hoop earring and sang, “Nothing’s gonna
touch you in these golden years, go-o-old . . .”
(Does anyone here remember David Bowie?)
Nostalgia is like the Greek sirens. Proceed cautiously or you’ll become shipwrecked on a rocky
coast. Georgia O’Keefe got it right: “In our one
life, we live many lives.” As you age, never stop
reinventing yourself.
Diane Martini Richard (B.A. ’85)
Golden Valley
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Since kindergarten, my son has had three close friends. Their moms are my close friends.
“Draw the space between the
branches,” instructed the woman
dressed in what looked like a
tablecloth splashed with wild
colors and divided by a belt around
her ample waist. About 40 years
ago, I’d signed up for the beginners
drawing class on a whim, figuring
to try something new.
What spaces? I thought. It’s
a tree, for goodness’ sake, with
a trunk, branches, twigs, and
leaves for at least part of the year.
Space? “See you next week,” the
instructor smiled briskly.
I pedaled slowly back to our
apartment. I was looking for space
and sure enough, there it was, right
between the branches in front
of my very eyes. I’d never even
noticed it before.
I began to see that space
defines the “branches” all around
us: in all that math used by construction workers and architects
to build windows and doors that
simply frame space—and beauty. In
daily parenting life, “stay out of her
space” could stop a sibling battle.
Today, I’m 70 years old. I can’t see
quite as youthfully as I once did,
but I can see more. There’s a lot of
space hiding out there just waiting
to be discovered.
Mary Youngquist (M.A. ’83)
Coon Rapids

The boys are now college seniors, and my son and one of those friends are roommates at
the U of M.
At the Arboretum with my “mom” friends, we broached this question: How would we
prefer to die? In a sound body with a lost mind? Or sharp as a tack with a deteriorating
body? A brief debate ensued. Not knowing what was happening sounded best—but do
we really know that we don’t know what is happening? Deep stuff! My parents both had
cancer. They both withered away, minds intact. Mom told me, “Life is hard!”
At 66, I’ve outlived her by 35 days; my dad by 17 years; my paternal grandmother by 26
years; and my stepson by 33 years. I’m a three-time cancer survivor. I’ve known desperation but am amazed at the stories of survivors and hope. I’ve found friendship and joy
in little things every day. Two years ago I retired. I’m a mentor and a volunteer in my
community, trading a large corporate salary for no salary. Life is indeed hard and there is
too much suffering. But through faith and grace I can say that I will die—just not today!
Dianne Halfen, Forest Lake
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Although we didn’t plan it that way, my husband and I don’t have children. We have
been through all the stages of parenting and grandparenting through friends and
family, and recognize that these relationships provide meaning, structure, and joy.
We both had fulfilling careers, me as a librarian and my husband as a nurse anesthetist. Since we didn’t have to save for college or weddings, we were able to retire a
bit early—me at 63, and my husband a year later at 58.
Those of us without children often committed a lot of time to our parents. We happily shared years of vitality and enthusiasm with our parents well into their advanced
ages. We saw firsthand the end-of-life challenges, especially for my mother who died
at 94, six years after her Alzheimer’s diagnosis, and my mother-in-law, who spent her
last nine years in convalescent care. We ask each other, “Who will take care of us?”
knowing how much we did for our parents.
We are at one of the happiest times of our lives but, with longevity on both sides,
we know we have to face the future both with optimism and realism. And we need to
figure out who will take care of us.
Kay Putnam Noguchi (B.A. ’68, M.A. ’77), San Rafael, California
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You never know when the Universe is
going to tap you on the shoulder and say,
“What are you waiting for? Go for it!”
Susan Loyd (B.A. ’81), Edina
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I’ll take inner peace over perky breasts any day.
Catherine Ryan (B.A. ’77, M.P.A. ’08), St. Paul

What I know now that I wish I had
At age 7 I had a vivid visual image of my older self—older being precisely 14. I
pictured the 14-year-old me as poised, always wearing lovely dresses and big white
bows in my perfect hair. The picture of that self remained with me (I can see her
today), and around age 10 or 11 it occurred to me that I hadn’t changed at all. Halfway there and I was still more rough-and-tumble than poised, would never have
good hair, and it was doubtful I’d ever care enough about appearance to bother
with the envisioned white bows.
I was the same person at 7, 11, and 14. I felt fortunate that I had that early epiphany
that age is merely a number. In my beloved grandmother I could see the little girl
she had been, and I knew she still was that girl. I made it a point to seek both older
and younger friends. Wisdom does increase with age, but most important personal
characteristics are ageless.
What then to make of the tricks the aging body plays in trying to convince us
that age is meaningful? The first awkward birthday is 30. Pessimistic people had,
for years, dismissed my positive attitude saying I was “too young to know better.”
Turning 30 ended those conversations. Turning, and looking, 40 seemed to earn
me more professional respect from those who thought age mattered. Being 50
meant better service in stores and restaurants.
This magazine will be published around my 60th birthday—the dreaded 60 that
my 7-year-old self thought was the absolute definition of old. How does it feel? I’m
looking forward to being a grandmother and hope to finally give up the wish of
having perfect hair.

known earlier: My undergraduate
grades are just marginal. Had I known
how valuable they would be for entry
to graduate school, I may have tried
harder to excel.
I have a genetic disability and see
a physician every three months for
prescription medications. Adapting to
my disability has been hard; I could not
have managed as well as I have without
my wife, with whom I celebrated 33
years on September 10. My family
makes allowances for me that they did
not make 20 years ago. The worst thing
is that I have to learn to ask for help
now—that is a learned behavior.
What does young feel like? Being
immortal. What does old feel like?
Realizing my limitations and trying to
live within them.
Steven Michael Bauer (B.A.E. ’78)
Riverside, California

University of Minnesota First Lady Karen Kaler, Minneapolis
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At a friend’s retirement party, we raised our
glasses, “Here’s to Jerry!”
I shouted from the other end of the table.
“Hey, do you have any regrets?”
“Not a one!” Jerry replied. “Do you?”
“I’ve always wanted to be a sprinter!” At
almost 50 years of age, that was embarrassing to
say out loud.
Jerry challenged, “Then, why don’t you try it?
There’s track competition for old people called
the Senior Games.”
Wow! In that instant, the challenge ignited me
and a few days later I found myself stumbling
onto a track in pursuit of a lifelong dream. After
joining a running group and slowly working up to
the 100 meter, 200 meter, and finally 400 meter
dashes, it was no longer daunting. Every practice
made me stronger and more confident.

Twelve years later, I have raced in dozens of
meets, including 12 national masters’ championships, four world championships and, yep, even
open NCAA meets as an “unattached” athlete.
My standard joke when asked about the late
start: “I’ve been red-shirting for more than 40
years. Four more years of eligibility!”
More than medals, titles, or accolades, the
best prizes of all are: refreshed self-confidence
from trying something brand new; a healthy
lifestyle with regular activity and purpose; many
new friends, young and old; and a different
concept of aging: It’s NEVER too late to follow
your dream!
You never know when the Universe is going to
tap you on the shoulder and say, “What are you
waiting for? Go for it!”
Susan Loyd (B.A. ’81), Edina
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We are born to an unconscious
legacy, and self-awareness does not
come for decades. Our raw female
energy germinates in wrenching
moments that transform autopilot
lives: a first sexual encounter, falling
in love, pregnancy and birthing,
losing one’s parents, betrayal and dissolution of a family, life-threatening
illness, widowhood, becoming an
elder Crone Soul.
In such times we experience
the continuum that links our past,
present, and future selves—but
our perceptions are vague. Higher
callings may emerge that taunt, tug,
and persistently pull at us during the
course of our busy and distracted
lives. But we remain unaware and
adhere to a furious pace of selfinflicted demands, duties, and obligations that challenge our sanity.
I stand alone, and I move forward.
I leave behind my old clothes, old
labels, old images, and old ideas no
longer useful. My hungry, driven
brain has morphed into calm watchful eyes. I have abandoned my security blankets and decluttered my life.
Desperation and fretful impatience
have dissolved.
In my seventh decade I seek guidance and I guide, speak to the heart,
manifest the Middle Way, heal, lead,
clarify, and simplify; I provoke others to
seek their own inner message. I inhabit
a body with a Felt Sense and many
cohesive selves—the sum of all my parts
and more, my Muse embracing all.
Jeannette Lopez (Ph.D. ’80)
Mandeville, Louisiana
Photographed by Susan Poag
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We are at one of the happiest times of our lives
face the future both with optimism and realism.
Kay Putnam Noguchi (B.A. ’68, M.A. ’77) , San Rafael, California
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I always assumed I would struggle defiantly with the inevitability of aging. I
braced for the demise. Once upon it, however, I was astonished to feel something
akin to relief, even joy. At last, I could be my authentic self. Shakespeare’s celebrated quote, “To thine own self, be true” had become my reality. What a feeling!
From my teens through my 40s, life was fraught with Sturm und Drang. I never
felt at home in my own skin. I felt out of touch, dramatically different from others
(and not in a good way), and downright doomed to a life of DIS-ease.
Somewhere around my mid-50s things began to change. I fretted less about
what others thought of me, how they viewed by behavior, my opinions, and
even—shock of shocks—my body.
In spite of the furrows in my brow, the appalling appearance of a barely visible
mustache, and oh-so-many of those unsightly age spots, I did not become
unhinged. Sure, I was miffed about the physical changes, but I was way more
delighted by the emotional changes. I’m no longer afraid to speak my truth, to
shine my light, and use my power.
I’ll take inner peace over perky breasts any day.
Catherine Ryan (B.A. ’77, M.P.A. ’08), St. Paul
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To quote one songwriter, “Life is a highway, I wanna ride it all night long.”
At 71 I have more miles behind me than in front of me. But that is not a bad
thought, because I have found that I now make more confident decisions.
When the road needs to be under construction as a result of my or other family members’ health challenges, I am much better able to adapt. Why? Because
with age comes the wisdom of knowing you need to proceed with caution,
since there could be a curve ahead.
The curves cannot be predicted. It may be the need for you to take on extra
responsibility to care for an aging parent or spouse or unexpected financial
challenges. You may develop chronic health issues that need daily attention
or your retirement dreams may need to be put on the back burner for longer
than you wish. These types of challenges test your speed limits in life. Do you
proceed with caution or go full speed ahead into unchartered territory? Your
speed will not be determined by your body’s odometer but by your heart’s
comfort level with what lies ahead.
With age, our intuition becomes a very powerful tool. I have found that
there are three ways to go through any of life’s journeys: around them, over
them, and through them. I have always chosen going directly through by being
adaptable and keeping my eye on the end goal.
So, yes, life is an aging highway that can be fulfilling, challenging, changing,
and exciting. Enjoy the ride!
Jeanette McCarthy (A.L.A. ’74), Eden Prairie

Thick ankles.
Where did those come from? They were slender when the young lieutenant I met the summer
before college gave me a gold ankle bracelet
with his name on it. I fastened it around my right
ankle and pledged to never take it off. Even
under pantyhose, it sparkled as I ran in the high
heels I always wore to work and out dancing.
It tucked into my pom-pom socks when I
played tennis.
It made me feel long-legged and svelte, which
I was then, fond of kicking up my heels into
the predawn hours at parties and proms and
long walks along rivers on moonlit boulevards.
Over time the skirts went from mini to midi and
pleated to pencil, but the ankles stayed slim.
They bounced babies, shooed kittens,
nudged puppies out the door. They slid into
long fashion boots that zipped up the back.
Lying on the floor in jazz dance class, I gazed up
at them, twirling them one way—one, two, three,
four—and then the other—five, six, seven, eight.
Pretty ankles. Pretty good ankles.
Then I sprained one on a hike to the Hollywood sign. The other I broke, just a small
bone, not while hiking on the arduous Gunflint
Trail, but by stumbling on a pebble on our front
sidewalk the day we got home. They ache sometimes, yet still carry me on my daily rounds.
But where did the bracelet go? Missing, I
guess. Gone away, like the high heels. The dance
dates. The tennis. The babies. The job.
These days I linger before the mirror on the
closet door, bewildered by what I see.
Thick ankles.
Girded with memories and creased by the sag
of life passing, but slender inside. And still kicking.
Catherine Madison (B.A. ’73), Minneapolis

but, with longevity on both sides, we know we have to
And we need to figure out who will take care of us.
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The poster in our Edina condo kitchen reads:
“A night to remember
A night not to miss.
Friday, June 29, 2001
UMAA 2001 Annual Celebration and
Sesquicentennial Grand Finale”
It was, indeed, a night to remember and
changed the lives of Arnie Bigbee and me.
That night we literally bumped into each
other back to back at the wine bar in the
McNamara Center. Arnie was holding a glass
of merlot. I had a chardonnay.
“Excuse me,” we each said as we turned
around to face each other and exchange
pleasantries.
“Would you like to join me at the Rochester
table for dinner?” he soon asked.
”Sure,” I said without hesitating.
Some time later, I thought: “Am I willing
to have my heart broken—again—for the
privilege of loving and being loved?”
Later on he was thinking: “This is truly an
impressive woman!”
Arnie and I started dating the following year.
On June 29, 2005, we returned to the McNamara Center where Arnie, on bended knee,
proposed. We married November 26, 2005.
Our reception was at the McNamara Center.
Our lives are filled with the joy of daughters, grandchildren, granddogs, and sisters.
We volunteer, travel, read, walk, and stand
for social justice. We especially enjoy time
at our family retreat, La Farm, near Ashby,
Minnesota.
Barbara La Valleur and Arnie Bigbee (B.A. ’65)
Edina

The physical aspect of aging is just one piece of the puzzle. The other is the
mental aspect. The mind is a busy place. I thought that college was the most
important mental exercise, the end-all, but it was only the beginning. It was the
enabler for life’s processes. Now, I find that continuing education, either in the
work place, life, or school, keeps taxing one’s mental capacity and that is part of
the magic formula for a healthy life.
Giving back to the community is something we need to do as we age. We have
many life experiences that we can offer to the next generations.
Having been a cheerleader at the University of Minnesota in the 1960s meant
gymnastics, pyramids, pushing huge pom-poms, and dancing for football, basketball, and hockey games. Body and lungs were worked to capacity.
As years go by, one finds that at age 40 the band seems to be playing a little
faster and the arms are a little slower. By 50 there is less endurance, by 60 one
tires easily, by 70, marching in the Homecoming Parade seems a lot longer!
My spirit and my mind are the same as when I was 20, my voice cheers loudly, and
I still remember the cheers and the Rouser, but I find that it takes an army to keep
me moving in a liquid manner. Pilates strengthens, stretches, and works on balance;
weight lifting keeps me at osteopenia, avoiding osteoporosis; a bike, elliptical, or
treadmill keep the heart muscle strong; massages put everything back in place!
Aging is not a big deal, it just takes a big effort to minimize it!
Andrea Hjelm (B.S. ’65), Minneapolis
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As I get older, my least favorite phrase is, “For your age.” “You look good for
your age.” What does that really mean? Do I look good for a 90-year-old when I’m
only 73 or do I not look that good compared to a 60-year-old?
Mark Twain said that a person has to develop bad habits while they are growing
up so they can eliminate them as they grow older. I’m not sure these are bad habits, but I’ve had to give up softball, racquetball, and serious bike riding. I haven’t
given up skiing yet, but I haven’t skied for six years now. Do I miss these sports
that kept me active, alive, stiff, sore, and socially engaged? Yes. But that is predictable as we age and look for new, different activities, both mental and physical.
Happiness at any age can be defined by the formula Reality divided by Expectations. As one wag put it, life is like a roll of toilet paper: The closer it gets to the
end, the faster it goes.
So, the thought is to always keep moving and look good—for your age.
Ivars Vancers (B.E.E. ’67), Chandler, Arizona

I naively thought that my insights and
wisdom would be sought out. Not the case.
The young have their own agendas—as did
I at their age, too.
Mike Schutz (B.A. ’69), Augusta, Wisconsin
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I love my new
flexibility, but
I have too
much energy
to sit at home
making bird
feeders in the
garage.
Scott Richardson (B.A. ’72), Northfield
Photgraphed by Scott Streble

As I write this, I’m considering what to do on this gorgeous fall day. I’m free to do (within
the limits of the law and finances) whatever I choose. I’m retired. And I love it. I knew that
retirement would mean no longer being part of something I had been doing for the better
part of four decades. Nonetheless, I was surprised at the suddenness of the break from
colleagues and my former profession. This, in the context of knowing that we all can be
replaced, and I was anything but irreplaceable. Still . . . .
My profession gave my life a rich meaning, structure, and status as a contributing member
of society. Knowing this, but living the reality of retirement, was initially somewhat humbling.
I also naively thought that my insights and wisdom would be sought out. Not the case. The
young have their own agendas—as did I at their age, too.
As for agendas, I now set my own. I love the freedom that retirement provides to pursue
deferred interests or simply do nothing, depending on my mood.
There have been some surprises, minor regrets, and perhaps a little bruised ego. But hey, I’m
not the one still working! Unless, of course, one considers it work to start each day by reading
the newspaper cover to cover while savoring a bottomless cup of coffee.
So, excuse me. I have more coffee to drink and a newspaper to finish.

Aging to me is a fascinating and
sometimes surprising process. At
75, I never know what is going to
sag next and what joint will start
creaking. I am accepting of growing older but I do have moments
of wondering what the future
holds? I know for certain that I am
grateful for each day. I am grateful
for time to be with my children,
grandchildren, and friends. I am
grateful just to be alive! Gratitude
keeps me young.
Charlotte Frerichs (B.A. ’63
Chanhassen

Mike Schutz (B.A. ’69), Augusta, Wisconsin
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Aging joys:

Oh, to be born wise! As I contemplate my life, I

wish I had known the extraordinary importance of
Saying “yes I will” and “no I won’t” more freely than ever
living in the present moment. We waste so many
Laughing, giggling, acting goofy with a grandchild
opportunities reflecting on the past or planning
Swelling with pride at the accomplishments of children and grandchildren
for the future and miss the joy of being alive now!
Getting free admission to a granddaughter’s soccer game!
Where would one be if they had plunged fullRewarding discounts with our AARP card
speed into doing what they really wanted to do in
Joining hands around the table with my kids, grands, and great grands
the moment instead analyzing the next best choice
Remembering and finding what I forgot
for their life? Is it fear of survival that prompts this
Meeting an old friend who is pleased to see me
madness or our economic system? Or just maybe
Writing or saying something I feel good about
reflection and projection is an ordinary aspect of
Capturing a precious moment with my camera
the human species. But it can ruin one’s life—too
Sharing that photo via a card or slide show
much dwelling on the past and future can squash
Digging, planting, pruning, harvesting, eating
one’s existence.
Finding new and easier ways to do old things
The best times I have ever experienced were
Enjoying a hot shower after a workout
unintended—the beauty of nature, running into
Following that fleeting impulse to see where it goes
an old friend, not attending a boring meeting
Daring to open a door that always seemed locked
but instead creating a work of art. Our precious
Crying with sadness or joy, freely and fully
moments are too often squandered when we try
Pursuing a cause that is important to me
to plan for a future that may never unfold. Why try
Discovering that something I said or did made a difference to someone
writing a memoir about one’s life that will continue
Telling someone how much what they said or did means to me
to keep one stuck in history? Let someone else
Finishing old business with an “I’m sorry” or “I forgive you”
write those stories so you can happily live this day.
Forcing myself to slow down and breathe
Joan Halgren (B.A. ’67), Red Wing
Inhaling healing, self-forgiveness, vision, values, joy, love
Exhaling illness, regrets, hurt, anger, sadness, hate
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Waking in the morning to the call of a cardinal in the distance
Watching an egret gliding effortlessly to a landing on our pond
Hearing music that evokes tears of joy or, yes, sadness
At age 70, my legs are not as steady or ready as they were in
Celebrating almost five decades with the love of my life
1970. As a student at the University of Minnesota I often relied
Surprising my love with a tender hug
upon them to hasten away from smoke bombs thrown at police
Cuddling in our cozy bed on cold nights
by antiwar protestors, or climb over and around social activists
Reveling in the trust that she knows me fully and still loves me!
barring entry to Morrill Hall or Coffman Union, or large groups
Practicing my motto: “with gratitude, love, and hope always”
gathered in support of the American Indian Movement. At the
time, it seemed I was navigating in, through, and around the
Harv Bartz (M.S.W. ’74), White Bear Lake
eye of a series of storms.
Today, I don’t need them to do the things they used to do,
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like run marathons, bike long distances, or climb mountains—or
even ladders—or guide me to classes in buildings scattered
to the four winds about a large urban University. Now, they
My brain feels young and my body feels old.
just need to take me to the mailbox, car, or dining room. Even
As a young person, I was a good swimmer
on those occasions when I set foot on campus, it is at a more
and dove backward off the diving board. Now
relaxed stride and pace.
my brain can still think of how to do these
When did this happen, this shift—this physical change? All
things, but my body can no longer do them. I
feel 25 in my brain and 75 in my body. It helps
I did was continue living my daily life, and for most of those
to exercise my brain by reading and doing
days everything seemed to remain the same. Do you suppose
puzzles. It helps to exercise my body by yoga
change is subtle? The days pass, as they are wont to do, and so
and walking. However, nothing I do will ever
do their siblings—weeks, months, and years. And when enough
bring back my youth.
of them pass the result is, well, what I see when I look in the
mirror: my parents.
Joanne Zilliox Austin (B.A. ’71), Red Wing
James Boyer (B.A. ’73), Minneapolis
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A good friend prided herself on
perfecting “the whimper.” For
instance, when boarding an airplane,
she would stand in the aisle, looking
up at the overhead bin and down at
her carry-on wheelie. Within seconds,
someone—always a man—would be
there to hoist it up for her. When
we teased her about how she got
assistance but we never did, she
would say it was because she could
whimper just perfectly.
After receiving chemotherapy
for acute myeloid leukemia, I lost

my hair. Much to my chagrin, when
it grew back, it was perfectly white.
And all of a sudden, people were
rushing to help me out and I didn’t
even whimper! Once, a carryout
employee at the grocery store
insisted on carrying my bags for me.
That person was a lot older than I, so
why the rush to help?
Many such incidents have led
me to conclude now that my friend
wasn’t being helped because
of her whimper. She had turned
white at a very early age. After my

experiences with my own newly
white hair, I realized that her getting help had nothing to do with
“the whimper.” I had been thrust
headlong into old age.
After I got accustomed to all the
help I was getting, I accepted that
I now looked old and there was not
a thing to be done about it. I have
learned to enjoy—and appreciate—
getting help from others!
Jan Meyer, (B.A. ’73, M.A. ’74 Ph.D. ’86),
Peoria, Arizona
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As the face of the Alumni Association for 25 years, my passions fueled
my profession. I gave speeches many
times a day, wrote a magazine column,
interacted with alumni across the
globe and talked with the Twin Cities
media. Every day was different and I
relished the opportunities as much as
the challenges.
[Since retiring in 2010,] I have found
tremendous pleasure and satisfaction in reversing my role as a public
persona to serve as an invisible mentor,
coach, and guide—in paid and pro
bono capacities—rather than being
center stage.
I’ve been privileged to lend my
expertise to organizational leaders
in autism and Alzheimer’s; marine
mammal research and astronaut
scholarships; contemporary art and
historical music instrument museums;
fundraising bike rides and political
campaigns.
At 73, I’m learning, sharing, and
giving back. My hope is to follow in the
footsteps of my golden Gopher role
model, Tom Swain (B.S.B. 4
’ 2), who is
95 and as active and alert as he was in
his prime, lending his wisdom to those
who will lead future generations.
Margaret Carlson (Ph.D. ’85)
Minnetonka

As one wag put it, life is like a roll
of toilet paper: The closer it gets
to the end, the faster it goes.
Ivars Vancers (B.E.E. ’67), Chandler, Arizona
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Old age is fine as long as you have good health and sufficient wealth. As I write this,
the bank account looks fine but my husband of nearly 60 years is back in the hospital. Another fall, the third one in the past two months.
He and I first met in Physics 50 at the U in spring quarter in 1956. He swears it was
winter quarter. We were married a year later. As a math major, he went on to become
an actuary, while I finished up my five-year degree, stayed home with our three boys in
Arden Hills, did volunteer work, and read Betty Friedan. We retired to Arizona in 1996.
After an accident in 2012 at our cabin in Ely, which we have since sold, I now walk
with a cane. When my husband comes home, he will use a walker. The most important
thing to me right now is to stay mobile and pain free. My legs did not mend well. I
would also like my husband to return home, be sure-footed, and have his memory
intact. However, que sera, sera.
We currently have three grandchildren attending the U of M. My husband still
bleeds maroon and gold, especially on football Saturdays.
To paraphrase Jimmy Buffet, “Some of it was magic, some of it was tragic, but it’s
been a good life all the way.” Go Gophers.
Diane Young McAllister, (B. Physics ’58), Green Valley, Arizona
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As I approach my 82nd birthday, I find myself looking back. From the 10-plus-yearold country boy who earned the few dollars he had to spend working for local farmers,
or trapping muskrats for their pelts, to the high school junior who dropped out before
the start of his senior year to marry his sweetheart. Contrary to popular belief by
our classmates, our first child wasn’t born until 14 months after our marriage. After
the birth of a second girl, I obtained a position with the United States Border Patrol.
My first assignment was with the Patrol in south Texas—quite a change for a country
kid from Colorado. After 22 years of marriage and 10 years in the Patrol, I was still
employed by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, as an examiner in the St.
Paul regional office. There, fate intervened, and I met the love of my life. My second
marriage has now lasted over 40 years, with no sign of change.
I find that getting older has exponentially increased the pleasure of living. My
wife and I both retired in February 1994, and our international travel began shortly
thereafter. We’re now quite content to live in southern Virginia in a low-maintenance
townhome, and visit our children and their children and grandchildren once a year.
Richard Miller (B.S.B. ’81), Williamsburg, Virginia
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I say to Harold as he puts on my
bandages, “Is this what for better
or worse is all about?” and he says,
“You are pushing it.”
Harold (B.S. ’57) and Vivian Ulrich
Blooming Prairie
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I live alone in a cabin on the lakeshore in the north woods enjoying quiet
and beauty. A few months ago, talking with my daughter in her 50s, she
suddenly blurted out that she was old. I said, “You’re not old.” She said yes
she was. “Then what am I?” I asked. We both said simultaneously, “older.”
The thing that matters as you age is that you do it in relatively good
health without a lot of fuss about unimportant concerns. There’s nothing
I wish I’d known sooner, because I have pretty much done what I wanted
to do, even if there was risk. Getting older is an adventure. I’ve had heartbreaking events in my life, but I’ve managed to maintain some semblance
of normalcy. The best thing about being my age is looking back and
seeing all that’s been achieved in spite of the world’s tragedies.
Late romance can be fortunate, but too often there is expectation, then
disappointment—like life.
I went to grad school to receive my masters of public health at age
42 in 1977. I lived at Comstock with the women of various ages, pursuing
different goals. All of it was exciting, enlightening, and fun. That 15 months
was the best time of my life. It was great!
Bernadette Jahns (M.P.H. ’77), Phelps, Wisconsin
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My letter of acceptance to the
College of Mechanical Engineering in 1952 was a surprise, since
I lacked high school physics and
chemistry. Before starting the last
year of the five-year curriculum,
I married Bev. After working
for two major corporations and
having a family with three children,
I founded a heating and air
conditioning contracting company
in 1967 that continues today. When
my wife died of cancer, I retired
and soon after began to do design
engineering consultant work.
At about that same time, I
attended a grief support group
and met my present wife, Carol,
who had lost her husband to
cancer. My introduction to her
family was on a deer-hunting
weekend at their family farm where
she had grown up near Fergus
Falls. When we married we bought
the farm, established in 1917 by her
grandparents, and moved into the
1926 farmhouse.
Over the last 20 years we have
remodeled the house, added a
deck and gazebo, tried to restore
a 1933 classic dairy barn, built a
pole barn and shop, and raised
and cared for five horses. We are
active in our community, church,
and choir. I sing with a barbershop
chorus, play bridge regularly,
learned the art of pencil sketching,
and served as a director of our
rural electric cooperative.
Carol and I are enjoying our
five married children and 16
grandchildren, who bring so much
to our lives. As I approach 84 I feel
that getting older is just another
opportunity to enjoy a good life
with family, friends, and farm living.
John Martens Koepcke (B.M.E. ’57),
Erhard

Now that I am 85, my focus is
shifting away from day-to-day
activities to ponder what is most
near and dear and basic—the
petals of a flower, the myriad
movements of my hand, or intimacy with my life partner—while I
work on worldwide issues such as
global aging and climate change.
I am thrilled by the capacity of
the Internet to inform my shifting
perspectives, from defining a
new word to connecting me with
global networks of people with
similar interests.
I am intensely grateful for my
good luck in living at this time
in this country where I have
benefited from medical miracles,
improved nutrition, expanding
women’s rights, and added
longevity, speaking a language
that can be understood in most
countries around the world, and
seeing my children prosper.
Jan Hively (M.A. ’77, Ph.D. ’01)
West Yarmouth, Massachusetts
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A week short of my 22nd birthday I gave birth to my first child.
A few weeks later, I looked down at that small being and the
realization hit me like a Mack truck: This was permanent. I had
been living goal to goal: finish school, get married, give birth.
Now came the realization that this small person I had built with
my own body was part of my life, forever and ever. The next ones
were not as much of a jolt.
Now, at 81, I have come to a series of revelations—the realization of the real duration of “till death us do part” is hitting me
daily, as I rise from my solitary sleep to care for myself, all alone.
The realization of what that small firstborn has become: a
retired librarian! My body, once so young and supple, has grown

tired and stiff, and the artificial joints have not fulfilled their
promise. Each day brings a new annoyance, a new disability.
Growing old is a lesson in the strides made by women who succeed in all the areas I was barred from by reason of gender. The
many friends I have made along the way, and the realization that
they too are all coming to the end of their promises “till death.”
Rearranging my projects in the order they need to be finished, so
that when I part this vale, the most urgent are done, and the others
can do without. And like many have said—old age is not for sissies.
But each day is a gift, and each friend a loved blessing. Au revoir.
Margaret Braddock, Mounds View
Photographed by Sher Stoneman
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The year was 1956. Harold was a senior
at the U of M. I worked for Dr. Owen Wangensteen. We were married, and on July 28,
2016, made 60 years together.
We have been blessed with 16 grandchildren and 14 great-grandchildren and
so many special friends. They help hold us
together.
Love is family and friends.
Love is roses, strawberries, and special
cakes.
Love is good times together.
Love is surprises.
Love is keeping a secret.
Love is a kiss and a hug. I tell my grandchildren their hugs give me energy.
Love is taking time for others, helping
others.
Love is putting drops in Harold’s eyes and
he putting on my leg bandages so I don’t
swell so much (if there is anything I do not
need to do, it is swell). I say to Harold as
he puts on my bandages, “Is this what for
better or worse is all about?” and he says,
“You are pushing it.” Love is that hug after
we have said our prayers.
Love is forgiveness.
Love is finding radishes, asparagus, and
apples by the door.
Love is good memories.
Love is what everyone needs.
Harold (B.S. ’57) and Vivan Ulrich
Blooming Prairie
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It’s an early, sunny morning, the beginning of another
day. I take a quick glance in the mirror and turn away as
another wrinkle has homesteaded on my brow. I pick up
the early edition of the daily hometown newspaper and as
I am doing so I look at my hands, which now show bulging
veins mimicking railroad tracks, brown aging spots, and the
indent of a wedding ring removed long ago. My hands have
experienced countless touches: the smoothness of a baby’s
face, cradling my son as death was nearing, turning the
pages of a favorite worn-out book, mixing cookie dough,
suddenly realizing that my hands have become liberated of
so many tasks of daily living. I go to the mailbox wearing my
favorite well-worn pink nightgown, I rest in my easy chair a
bit longer, I sip another cup of coffee, and ponder my day.
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Have I aged along with my liberation? Definitely.
Another sunlit, autumn day and I rock just a bit longer.
My mind travels back in time to a high school teacher’s
words, “You should become a teacher.” I realize I have been
a teacher throughout my life. I have taught my children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren the wonders of
reading, observing, exploring, kindness, humility, empathy,
kind deeds, courtesy, honesty, and myriad other valued
traits that my years of aging have manifested.
This crisp October morning I awake to the sound of a
cardinal near my window and I say, to no one in particular,
how did I get to be 85 years old?
Agnes Griffiths, Mankato

I celebrated my 92nd birthday
on October 7. Time seems to
pass faster every day. One good
thing about getting older is that
friends stop in to help me.
There are some big things in
my life that I have to live with. I
learned to downhill ski but had
to quit. I also liked golf but had
to quit when I could not hit the
ball far enough. The best part of
my life now is that I am healthy
enough to be somewhat active.
I am also blessed that I came
home after being in the Army
for 3½ years and only had one
injury, for which I received a
Purple Heart. Coming home was
wonderful and I went right back
to the U of M to complete my
degree in business. I was in the
hardware business for 60 years.
One wonderful part of the U
of M was when I became Homecoming chairman in 1948. I had
malaria when I served in Japan;
when I came home and went to
the U I had a relapse. But with
the new med I never had another.
The U of M and now the VA St.
Cloud take good care of me.
Old feels like slowing down
and young was when we partied
and danced more.
Roger Holm (B.S. ’48), Atwater
Photographed by Sher Stoneman
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I became concerned about aging at age
35 after nearly collapsing from shortness
of breath during a pickup basketball
game. That was a wakeup call. I started
a running program to lose weight and
regain my stamina. I gradually increased
my daily running distance and time, and
settled into a routine of running four
miles five times a week. I lost weight,
improved my stamina, and required less
sleep. My blood pressure and cholesterol
levels improved. Running also allowed
quiet time to think and problem-solve.
Running became a way of life for me.
At 46 I began running races, first 5K
and 10K. In 1993, at age 56, I ran my first
marathon. After crossing the finish line
I was completely exhausted and could
hardly walk. I told my wife I’d never run
another marathon. But, one forgets the
pain, and in 1995 ran my second marathon. Since then I have run about two to
three per year. Now in my 80th year, I’ve
run 47 marathons. I believe I have a few
more left in me.

Getting older is not easy. The things I used
to do without reflection just cannot be done
anymore. I wonder each day what new physical
ailment awaits. A friend once told me, “Getting
older is not for sissies.” How very true!
What has changed the most? Easily said but
not easily accepted, and that is losing a loving
spouse after 50 years of being together. I
have never gotten over it—even after 11 years
without her by my side. However, I have found
I have to learn to live with her loss, hard as it is.
Life does go on.
Everything has changed and I am so lonely
without her. I cannot help but wonder how
getting older would be so much easier if she
was still by my side and sharing the aches,
pains, and anxiety of getting older.
Donald Alm (B.S. ’61), St. Cloud

Dick Westerlund (B.E.E. ’60), Rochester
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I am intensely grateful for my good
luck in living at this time in this
country where I have benefited from
medical miracles, improved nutrition,
expanding women’s rights, added
longevity, speaking a language that
can be understood in most countries,
and seeing my children prosper.
Jan Hively (M.A. ’77, Ph.D. ’01), West Yarmouth, Massachusetts
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The Art of Aging Well

Alan Magayne-Roshak ©2011 UWM Photo Services

Odysseus (James Hart) and Athena
(Caroline Imhoff) vanquish their
enemies in a 2011 production of
Finding Penelope at Luther Manor
in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.
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TWENTY YEARS AGO, the Marlboro man

and a person with dementia inspired an
epiphany for Anne Basting (Ph.D. ’95). She
was volunteering at a nursing home, trying
to get residents to do improv games. For
weeks, she got nowhere. But that changed
when she tore a picture of the Marlboro
man out of a magazine and asked a question.
“I just said, ‘tell me what you want to call
this guy.’ And someone said ‘Fred.’ And I
said ‘Fred who?’ And they said ‘Fred Astaire.’
And then a 45-minute story unraveled. And
we were laughing and singing, and it was a
completely transformative moment,” Basting recalls in an interview with NPR.
Out of that encounter, Basting created
TimeSlips, an improvisational storytelling method in which older adults with
cognitive impairment imagine stories and

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

Alumna Anne Basting
was named a 2016
MacArthur Foundation
genius for her work
to transform how
we view aging.

poems in response to visual cues. She
then refined and transformed TimeSlips
into a formal therapy protocol guided by
her fundamental insight that the creation

The Odyssey of Elder Care

of new stories can be an enriching substitute for lost memories.
For her novel approach to improving the
lives of elders and their families, Basting
is one of this year’s recipients of a genius
grant, a prize awarded annually by the John
D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
to between 20 and 30 individuals, working
in any field, who have shown “extraordinary
originality and dedication in their creative
pursuits and a marked capacity for selfdirection.” The fellowship is not a reward
for past accomplishment, but rather an
investment in a person’s originality, insight,
and potential. The prize is $625,000 paid
over five years in quarterly installments.
Across a variety of formats and platforms
—theater, memoir, narrative, collaborative
public performance, and academic research
—Basting has developed an alternative
concept of aging, one that focuses on its
possibilities as well as its challenges and
views sustained emotional connections as
critical to our well-being as we age.
“Changing the perception of the
way we see and experience aging is the
impulse at the bottom of all my work.
To shift the way we see aging—and we
have traditionally seen it as an increasing
rigidity and a decline, an accumulation of
almost overwhelming losses—and instead
to look at it as the coinciding of loss and
growth,” Basting says.
Basting received a Ph.D. in theatre arts
from the University of Minnesota. Currently
a professor of theater in the Peck School of
the Arts at the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee, she is founder and president of
TimeSlips Creative Storytelling, and founder
and coordinator of Creative Trust Milwaukee. She is the author of numerous articles,
plays, public performances, and several
books, including the recently released The
Penelope Project: An Arts-Based Odyssey
to Change Elder Care (above right).
—Cynthia Scott

Of the 15,000 nursing homes
in the United States, how many
are places you would want
to visit, much less live in? At
Luther Manor in Milwaukee,
a team of artists from the
University of Wisconsin’s theater department and Sojourn
Theatre Company, university
students, staff, residents, and
volunteers traded their
bingo cards for copies of The
Odyssey. They embarked on
a two-year project to examine
this ancient story from the perspective of the hero who never

left home: Penelope, wife of
Odysseus. Together, the team
staged a play that engaged
everyone and transcended
the limits not just of old age
and disability, but also youth,
institutional regulations, and
disciplinary boundaries.
Coedited by alumna and
2016 MacArthur Genius Anne
Basting (Ph.D. ’95), this book
underscores the essential role
of the arts and humanities in
living richly and dreams of
how to make late life a time of
growth and learning.

The Penelope Project:
An Arts-Based Odyssey to
Change Elder Care
Coedited by Anne Basting
(Ph.D. ‘95), Maureen Towey,
and Ellie Rose
University of Iowa Press, 2016
230 pages
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Ripe Contributions

Five alumni elders who make a difference
Henry Garwick
Henry Garwick (B.M.E. 4’ 9) took early retirement from his job
as an engineer at age 55, but he has never retired. Instead,
he has spent close to four decades lending his brainpower
and elbow grease to addressing global hunger and poverty.
Garwick, 93, and his wife Dorothea (B.A. ’51), lived and
volunteered in India for five years in the 1980s. Henry
directed a technical school and Dorothea taught English
and journalism. The couple continued traveling to India and Haiti for many years
after while Henry worked on a variety of food projects. He became one of the
earliest volunteer technical experts for Compatible Technology International
(CTI), a nonprofit that helps farmers in developing countries create simple,
hand-powered tools to harvest crops more efficiently.
In 2012, at age 89, Garwick and two CTI colleagues won the Peace Engineering Breadfruit Drying Contest, sponsored by the University of St. Thomas, for
creating a faster way to dry breadfruit, a carbohydrate-rich produce that grows
abundantly in tropical nations but rots in just 48 hours. Garwick’s secret to staying active into his 90s? “Have something to do.”

Philip Maus
Except for a brief stint in Panama during WWII, Philip Maus
(M.D. ’53) spent his entire 40-year career as a doctor in
Dawson, a small town in the southwest corner of Minnesota.
He says he landed there almost by accident, but he enjoyed
the community so much that he returned after the war and
quickly became a town leader and booster, a role he has
maintained since retiring 20 years ago. “The community of Dawson has been very
good to me and my family, so I wanted to give back,” he says.
Maus, 88, has been the chairman or president of almost every organization
in town, including the Chamber of Commerce, American Legion, and Dawson
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Community Foundation, a spinoff of the McKnight Foundation’s Southwest Initiative that helps rural Minnesota
towns develop and modernize. Maus’s most recent initiative has been to apply on behalf of Dawson and area towns
for the Blandin Leadership Program for training younger
emerging leaders. He recently took an Alumni Associationsponsored workshop on creativity, because he believes
that thinking outside of the box, along with optimism, are
vital to solving the issues facing his community.

Ann Pflaum
Ask Ann Pflaum (Ph.D.
’75) any question
about the University’s
history, and you will get
an answer—or many
answers, that is, including dates, names, quotes,
and multiple stories to
illustrate the point. As an employee of the University for
30 years and resident historian for the past 16, Pflaum’s
institutional knowledge spans everything from the grassroots origins of the Weisman Art Museum to the man
behind the University’s eminent tradition of surgeons.
Pflaum herself made history in the 1970s as the
University’s Title IX Coordinator, implementing the
sweeping changes that introduced broad gender equity
measures—much beyond athletics, she is quick to mention—followed by measures to ensure equity for people
with disabilities. She is energized and inspired by what
she calls the University’s “emphasis on democracy with a
lower case ‘d,’ helping the average person.”
What keeps her working at 75? The community and
values of the U, she says. “It helps to be connected to an
institution of people that will go the extra mile to help
people, who care about our community.”

Tom Swain
Tom Swain (B.S.B. 4
’ 2) celebrated
his 95th birthday in September
with students at the Humphrey
School. As usual, he inspired and
empowered the partygoers, who
were all recipients of the Thomas
H. Swain Fellowship in Public
Leadership. Swain hosts a luncheon every year for the
fellows, all pursuing a Master of Public Affairs degree, to
talk about their careers and lives as well as discuss the
latest happenings in politics and policy.
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“I love the phrase he uses, ‘It’s better to wear out, than
to rust out,’” says fellow Matthew Johnson (M.P.A. ’13). “I
take that to mean if you have breath in your body, experience you can pass on, or relationships you can form or
influence, you’re obligated to do so. If you have an ability,
you can do something.”
The fellowship is just one of many influences Swain
has had in a significant career of public service,
which has included higher education, health care, and
politics—at 85, he became mayor of the small Twin Cities
suburb of Lilydale. When Swain was honored last fall at the
Humphrey’s School’s annual John Brandl Lecture, he succinctly distilled the way he has lived his life: “You’re never
too old to take risks.”

Dean Chenoweth
With six decades of singing with the Apollo Club under
his belt, 94-year-old Dean Chenoweth (B.M.E. 4
’ 3, B.S.B.
4
’ 8) doesn’t feel like it’s anything special to be the oldest
member of the group. “I don’t think of myself as the oldest
guy,” he says. “It doesn’t seem to matter how old you are.”
Chenoweth learned of the Apollo Club in 1948 when
a friend sold him a ticket to a concert. After hearing the
group, he says, “I was really, really interested in joining.
It sounded like a group that I could fit in.” The club does
all kinds of music, but, Chenoweth says, “it’s the sound
they produce that touched me. The harmony . . . being
surrounded by that kind of music, I find it very satisfying.”
The group sings all songs by heart, some 15 to 20
per concert, and Chenoweth says it’s a bit harder to
memorize the songs than it used to be. “But if I work at
it, I can get it.”
—Kate Lucas

Intimacy Endures
JUNE LA VALLEUR (M.D. ’87) WANTS YOU TO KNOW that there comes a time when

Sexuality has no
expiration date,
says noted sexual
health educator
and alumna June
La Valleur
Photo by Sher Stoneman

people stop being sexual. It’s called death.
La Valleur, 75, who entered medical school at 41, is a nationally renowned expert
in mature women’s health and sexuality. During her time as an associate professor
of obstetrics and gynecology, she recalls giving students a classroom lecture about
sexuality and aging. “I told them, ‘I’m not going to ask you to think about your
parents being sexual. I’m going to ask you to think about your grandparents being
sexual.’ And a woman who was in the front row said, ‘I don’t want to go there!’”
In a culture that’s obsessed with youth, uncomfortable about aging, and conflicted about sexuality in general, many people don’t want to go there. La Valleur’s
mission is to change that.
One way she’s working on it is by cultivating more sexual health educators. She
and her husband Duane Rost, a retired professor of electrical engineering, have
helped raise money for two chairs in sexual health education within the University
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of Minnesota’s Program in Human Sexuality. She also
aims to help create a fellowship on sexuality and aging
at the U and, eventually, a chair on that subject.
There’s no shortage of myths that need exploding
when it comes to sexuality and aging. La Valleur
shares a few:
Sex isn’t just about intercourse. “There’s so much
more to sexuality than that,” La Valleur says. As one
example, she points to President Bill Clinton’s firing
of Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders in 1994 for saying
masturbation is safe sex. Clinton, she says, should have
listened to Elders.
“If someone is single, don’t assume that they’re
not sexual. I don’t care how old they are! Who knows
better what feels good to you than yourself?” she says.
Sexual dysfunction isn’t an automatic part of aging.
While some people experience a decline in sexual
activity as they age, there’s a huge range of normal,
LaValleur says. And the illnesses that can accompany
aging or the medications used to treat them can
cause, say, low libido or erectile dysfunction. La Valleur
remembers a 73-year-old man in her internal medicine
rotation who’d blamed his erectile dysfunction over
the past two years on the passage of time; actually,
they discovered, it was the beta blockers he’d begun
taking at 71. Knowing that allowed him to explore
other treatments that could help him lower his blood
pressure while enjoying a healthy sex life.
A healthy sex life has no expiration date. La Valleur
recalls a 70-something patient who was participating
in the U’s Heart and Estrogen Replacement Study
(HERS). “We were finishing up her exam, and she said,
‘Uh, doctor, I have a question.’
“Well, from the way she was talking and her body
language, I knew it was going to be about sex. She
said, ‘I can’t talk to my young whippersnapper of
a doctor about this, but I just want to know if it’s
normal,’” LaValleur recalls. If what’s normal?
The patient explained that while sex with her first
husband of 45 years had been rather perfunctory, she
and her second husband were having more intense
and frequent sex. She was worried there was something wrong with them. While many of her friends
weren’t being sexual anymore, she was worried they
were oversexed!” she says.
“I wanted to hug her! I said, ‘You know, you might
be having more sex than some people your age,
but it sounds awfully good to me.’ People who have
sexual dysfunction need to know that they’re not
alone, but neither are people who are sexually gratified in their 80s.”
—Susan Maas
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A Bonus Life Stage
BABY BOOMERS—those rock-’n’-roll–listen-

Encore Adulthood:
Boomers on the Edge
of Risk, Renewal, and
Purpose
By Phyllis Moen
Oxford University Press,
2016

ing, Vietnam-War–protesting, birthcontrol–using, all-around-groundbreaking
members of the post–WWII generation—
have been at the forefront of societal and
political change almost since the oldest
of their ranks were born in 1946. Now
ranging in age from 52 to 70, boomers are
again doing things their way, this time in
pursuit of more meaningful retirement
years, or what University of Minnesota
sociology professor Phyllis Moen (Ph.D.
’78) calls “encore adulthood.”
In her new book, Encore Adulthood:
Boomers on the Edge of Risk, Renewal,
and Purpose, Moen describes this bonus
life stage, which is partly a consequence of
longer, healthier lives, as coming sometime
in the 50s, 60s, or 70s, sandwiched
between career and family-building and
old age. And like the much studied life
stage called “emerging adulthood,” which
happens during one’s 20s, it is a time of
exploration and, for many, uncertainty.
“There are no scripts for these new stages,
and people have to make their way on
their own; they have to improvise,” she
says.
Moen, who holds the McKnight
Endowed Presidential Chair in Sociology,
used census data to chronicle the risks and
opportunities of encore adulthood. But
it’s the engaging and diverse interviews,
interspersed with anecdotes of Moen’s own
encore journey, that make the book such an
enjoyable read. Moen talked about encore
adulthood with Minnesota Alumni.
Why are boomers forging a new
path during this life stage?
The 60- or 65-year-old of today is
very different from his or her parents
or grandparents. Boomers don’t feel
old—and they’re not. But what we have
now in this stage are two choices: either
full-time, typically long-hour career

work or full-time, irreversible retirement.
Encore adults don’t want either one. What
they want, often, is in between. So there’s
an enormous group of people who have a
lot of time and talent and more education
than any previous older generation.
They’re in the right place at the right time
for creating this new life stage.
What are some factors that
affect whether you’ll have a successful encore adulthood?
One is education, for sure. Educated
people tend to know how to get the
resources they need and are generally
healthier. Many say they want to go back

What has to change?
We have to rethink the lockstep life
course. We’ve been living in these three
boxes since the middle of the twentieth
century: first education, and then a lifetime
of full-time work, and then the leisure of
retirement. So we have to mix that up.
We have to have more flexible jobs. I
think that’s beginning to happen. I did a
study of companies in the Twin Cities, and
many of them are recognizing the need to
be a lot more flexible to retain and keep
their older workers.
We need, as a society, a better safety
net. In this new global economy, with new
technology, people are going to be laid off

There’s an enormous group of
people who have a lot of time and
talent and more education than
any previous older generation.
to school, but our schools, colleges and
universities in particular, are designed
for people aged 18 to 22. So we need to
rethink lifelong learning in a way that’s
not just learning for pleasure but also for
learning new skills and preparing oneself
for new occupations.
The second thing is engagement—
social relationships—but also engagement
in some kind of ongoing activity. It could
be paid or volunteer work, it could be
helping to raise your grandchildren, but
something that gives people a sense of
purpose.
And the third thing is a sense of control
over your life. People often ask me, is
retirement or work better for well-being,
and I say the answer is yes to both, if it’s
what you want. Being voluntarily retired
is very different than those who have to
retire because they can’t find another job
or because they were going to be laid off.

in all stages of the life course. So we need
ways to retrain people and to sustain them
while they find other jobs.
Finally, we’re going to have to fight age
discrimination and recognize that abilities
are not defined by age or life stage.
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You’re still working. How have you
negotiated your encore adulthood?
In a way, moving to the University of Minnesota [from Cornell University] was an
encore job for me. I love my work and my
colleagues; I’m one of those few who are
playing what I call the long game—we want
to keep working. Others want portfolio
careers—they want to try something for a
while and then try something else. I don’t
think we should put people in a single box
called “retired” anymore, but open up the
possibilities for everyone to be all they can
be at this life stage.
—Laura Silver

615 Washington Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414
commonshotel.com | 800.822.6757

1987 Dad Vail Regatta
champions, left to right:
Tom Altenhofer, Brad
Melby, Kevin Diaz-Lane,
Peter Hernke, Jessica
Vanderscoff Moede
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Almost like a

HOLLYWOOD
MOVIE
The 1987 crew team seemed destined for glory.
And then the unthinkable happened.

			BY PAT BORZI • PHOTO BY MARK LUINENBURG
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The 1987 team with
Coach Lee Fielder at left.

A pile of rowing medals rests on
a shelf in Brad Melby’s office in
Arden Hills, Minnesota, the red, white, and blue ribbons faded by time. Behind his
desk, atop a bookcase, is a photo of Melby (B.A. ’91) and his teammates on the 1987
University of Minnesota men’s heavyweight four with coxswain team at the famed
Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia.
Minnesota won that day at the Dad Vail, the largest collegiate crew event in the
nation. But that’s not the race Melby wants to talk about on this sunny morning.
It takes him more than half an hour to describe what happened to the Minnesota
team a few weeks later at the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) Regatta in
upstate New York, the de facto national championships. The Gopher men’s four
gutted out an improbable bronze medal finish, in a borrowed boat, after their
magnificent Italian-made shell called the Nietzsche hit a submerged pier and sank
the day before the final.
Minnesota’s first IRA Regatta medal earned the crew of Melby, Kevin Diaz-Lane,
Peter Hernke (B.A. ’89), future U men’s coach Tom (Tucker) Altenhofer, and
coxswain Jessica Vanderskoff Moede (B.A. ’91, M.D. ’96) a place in U men’s rowing
history. Since then the Gophers thrived, winning five IRA championships and
about a dozen more at Dad Vail while producing two-time Olympian, three-time
world champion, and Hall of Famer Michael Wherley (B.A. ’95).
“We weren’t the greatest rowers who came out of the university,” says Melby, a
financial adviser. “But we were pivotal in Minnesota being taken seriously on the
rowing stage because of what happened in our special year.”
Crew—a club sport for men and NCAA sport for women at the U—exists in an
insular world. Rowers and coxswains rise for 6 a.m. workouts on the Mississippi
River, oars chunking in the morning mist before most students roll out of bed.
Intercollegiate rowing in the U.S. dates back more than a century. Ivy League
and northeastern colleges dominate, with a handful of exceptions, such as the
University of Wisconsin and University of California at Berkeley. Minnesota rowing
wasn’t highly regarded nationally when Melby arrived on campus as a freshman
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in 1985 from Bismarck, North Dakota. Like
many rowers, he had no rowing experience.
He never even gave it a thought until
Vanderscoff Moede, the coxswain and a
pal of Melby’s from Bismarck, invited him to
sign up. She knew about the sport from her
father David, who rowed at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the 1960s.
“I ran into Brad on campus and said,
‘You’re tall, we need some tall novices, why
don’t you come to our recruitment meeting?
There’ll be food there,’” recalls Vanderscoff
Moede, now a family practice physician
living in Savage. “And he said, ‘Well, if there’s
going to be food there, sure.’”
As Melby tells it, he landed at the U after
struggling to graduate Bismarck Century
High School, shaken by the death of a friend
with the same name in an auto accident.
Vanderscoff Moede took piano lessons from
the same teacher as “the other Brad Melby,”
and confirmed that the surviving Brad fell in
with a rough crowd.
“I wouldn’t call them druggies, but they
weren’t known for being great students,”
Vanderscoff Moede says. “He kind of did get
lost for awhile, and didn’t really find himself
until he came to the University of Minnesota.”
Melby, Hernke, and Altenhofer rowed
together at times as novices. Diaz-Lane, a
transfer from Wisconsin, arrived the following fall. Coach Lee Fielder spotted Diaz-Lane

working out in the Williamson Hall weight
room and asked him to join.
“He was maybe the glue that brought a
lot of it together,” says Hernke, who was the
“stroke,” the pacesetting rower. “Kevin was
very disciplined to an extreme almost, which
I thought brought a lot of seriousness and
really got us to focus. I think that was a key
component for the whole boat. Kevin and I
were able to connect real well.”
Exactly when or how Fielder acquired the
Nietzsche is unclear; Melby thinks he found
it in Texas during a spring regatta. (Fielder
could not be reached.) Manufactured by
Filippi, a renowned Italian boat maker,
the Nietzsche was one-eighth-of-aninch-thick Honduran mahogany with teal
trim—delicate, yet light and maneuverable.
Vanderscoff Moede says she could steer it
with one finger.
“The Stradivarius of rowing shells,” Melby
says. “When you saw this boat, guys would
just stare at it. Beautiful lines. It was a very
difficult boat to keep upright. But once it got
set, it went like a sword through the water.”
In the Nietzsche, the rowers, all of them
6 feet 3 inches tall, said they developed
a remarkable cohesion and synergy they
never experienced in any other boat. The
Nietzsche won race after race in the Midwest. Then the Gophers headed east to Dad
Vail, which attracts crews nationwide generally a notch below the Ivy League. Minnesota
crews won there in 1980 and 1985.
According a May 13, 1987, account in the
Minnesota Daily, the Gophers won their first
heat by four boat lengths, dusted Duke by
15 seconds in the semifinals, then cruised to
a 5-second victory over UConn in the final.
That earned Minnesota an IRA invitation,
Melby says, which it accepted.
But when the Gophers arrived at Lake
Onondaga, in upstate New York, the
privileged rowing community dismissed
the scruffy newcomers. Most Ivy League
schools had their own boathouses on the
lake. Melby and Diaz-Lane recall being told
to stow the Nietzsche behind a shed.
“There was not a lot of respect,” Hernke
says. “It was like, `Minnesota? What are you
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guys doing here?’ kind of thing. And to a certain extent, rightfully so. We had no tradition,
no history. That kind of fueled our desire to
try to prove a point, that we could compete.”
Minnesota won its first heat to qualify for
the final. The next day, the Gophers were
practicing on an unfamiliar stretch of the
lake when the unthinkable happened. The
coxswain, Vanderscoff Moede, remembers
Fielder, on a motorized launch, calling for a
series of full-out strokes known as a Power
10 or Power 20.
“Coach wanted to show off a little bit and
pass a couple of boats as we were rowing
through this channel,” Vanderscoff Moede
says. “It looked like we were going to have
fine clearance. There were no suggestions
of any submerged dock pilings there. I
vaguely remember somebody shouting
from the shoreline. I didn’t hear what they
said. The next thing I knew, the boat was

“There was not
a lot of respect.
It was like,

‘MINNESOTA?
WHAT ARE YOU
GUYS DOING
HERE?’”

coming to a very sudden, severe stop, and
filling with water.”
The launch pulled alongside, and the
five untied their foot straps and scrambled
in. Nothing could be done to save the
Nietzsche, which sank to the bottom.
“I was pretty distraught,” Vanderscoff
Moede says. “All I could think about was, we
were going to show these guys and beat
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them all, and there went our beautiful boat
and our chance to do that. I was kind of
emotionally devastated at that point.”
Fielder had been a coxswain at Brown
years before, and several rowers say Bruins
coach Steve Gladstone loaned Minnesota
a backup boat to race in the final as a favor
to Fielder. (Gladstone, now at Yale, did not
respond to an email.) Vanderscoff Moede
struggled to keep the clunky substitute
on course, making the bronze-medal finish
something of a miracle.
“It was a good boat, but it was a tub,”
Diaz-Lane says. “Once you get used to
rowing in a certain kind of shell, it’s difficult
to switch to something else without a
lot of practice. It was probably 60 to 70
percent as efficient as the Nietzsche was.
It would have taken a lot more effort to get
it going at the same speed and the same
performance as our boat.”
The magic ended at Lake Onondaga:
The crew never rowed together again.
Diaz-Lane withdrew from school that
summer for health reasons a few credits
shy of his degree. Vanderscoff Moede quit
the following spring to concentrate on
premed studies. Melby sustained a serious
head injury in a campus bicycle accident but
recovered to graduate.
Early in Melby’s financial career, he met
the actor John Carroll Lynch, then at the
Guthrie Theatre, later known for playing
Norm Gunderson in the classic Coen Brothers film Fargo. Enthralled by Melby’s tale of
the Nietzsche, Lynch shared it with screenwriter Tess Clark. Since 2007 they have been
trying to make it into a movie. Melby says
they have raised $7 million, and need about
$3 million more to begin production.
“I give Brad a lot of credit for taking
this and running with it,” says Hernke, a
commodities trader with Cargill who lives
in Minnetonka. “When you’re in it, you don’t
really think this is too special. Now when you
think back and go through all these different
scenarios and bring back the memories, you
go, ‘huh, this is kind of interesting.’” Vanderscoff Moede agrees. “It’s exciting to think
about those times again. It was a heady year
and a wonderful, wonderful experience.”
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Symphony on the Blue Danube
June 22-July 1, 2017

Explore five captivating countries and UNESCO
World Heritage sites on this journey to cultural
centers that inspired classical music’s Great
Masters. Spend three nights in medieval Prague
and cruise five nights down the legendary Blue
Danube framed by rolling hillsides, vineyards
and castles from Passau, Germany, to
Budapest, Hungary.
Offered in partnership with Gohagan & Co.
Capitals and Coastlines of
Canada and New England
September 20-30, 2017

Experience fall foliage and other beautiful
sights in Canada and New England on this
cruise. Sail from New York to Montreal, taking
in postcard-worthy scenery and historic
landmarks. Visit mansion-studded Newport,
colonial Boston and sparkling Bar Harbor. View
charming 19th century architecture in Saint
John, New Brunswick and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Offered in partnership with GoNext and
Oceania Cruises.
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View all our alumni tours:
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Join our travel mailing list by
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UPCOMING
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PROGRAMS
GROW

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

LEARN

LearningLife, a program of the College of Continuing Education (CCE), will present the webinar Youthful Living at Any Age in cooperation with the Alumni
Association on January 24, noon to 1:30 p.m. Cost is
$20 for Alumni Association and CCE Learning Circle
members, $25 for all others.
Led by University of Minnesota psychologist David
Alter (B.A. ’79), the webinar will explore how being fully
engaged in the aging process can infuse your life with
the vigor and vitality long associated with being young.
Using a blend of neuroscience, Eastern medicine,
and ageless wisdom about resilience, mindfulness,
and stress reduction, Alter will share a blueprint for
living more joyfully—one that includes an accessible
collection of lessons and exercises that encourage
and strengthen youth-sustaining capacities. He will
discuss techniques to improve resilience; methods
for staying curious, agile, and optimistic; and an
approach to understanding the essential roles purpose and authenticity play in the second half of life.
For more information go to cce.umn.edu/
learninglife

Legislative Kickoff Breakfast
University of Minnesota Advocatein-Chief President Eric Kaler (Ph.D.
’82), calls alumni the U’s most
credible advocates. Whether you’re
seasoned in that role or just curious
about what it means, you’re cordially
invited to join him at the Legislative
Kickoff Breakfast on January 25,
7:30 to 9 a.m. at the McNamara
Alumni Center. You’ll hear from
other alumni advocates and get a
briefing on the 2017 University of
Minnesota legislative request. Your
presence matters!
Breakfast is on us, but registration
is required at UMNAlumni.org. For
information, visit the website or
call Adam Yust, Alumni Association
Director of Alumni Advocacy, at
612-625-7526.

What health care reporting is reliable
and how can you tell? What do monarch
butterflies teach us? Explore these and
many more compelling questions at the
Alumni Association’s annual Florida and
Arizona MinneColleges February 4 and
25 in Naples and Scottsdale.
The MinneColleges feature keynote
addresses and workshops by some of the
University of Minnesota’s outstanding
faculty scholars on a wide variety of
topics, including: 3D bioprinting for tissue
engineering and transplantation; active
textiles; kings, myths, and landscapes in
medieval Ireland; achieving bone health
across a lifetime; and much more.
Take advantage of this opportunity
to learn from some of the world’s finest
scholars in a casual, engaging atmosphere.
Watch for details at UMNAlumni.org.

Joel Morehouse

A BRIGHT LIGHT
Rebekah Feist (B.C.E. ’02, M.S.E.E. ’04, Ph.D. ’07),
an engineer described as an innovator at the
intersection of the sciences, was awarded the
Alumni Association’s annual U40 Alumni Leader
Award on October 20. The award is given to a
graduate age 40 or younger who has excelled in
his or her career or public service.
After graduation, Feist joined Dow Chemical Company as a research scientist in the
solar division, where she helped develop the
Dow Powerhouse solar shingle system. She

currently works in research and development,
focusing on solar energy, photovoltaics,
alternative energy, and personal care. Dow
recently recognized her as one of its Human
Element Heroes, which highlights a handful of
the company’s most talented scientists who are
helping solve complex global challenges.
Feist is married to Shawn Feist (B.C.E. ’02),
who is also an engineer with Dow. They live in
Midland, Michigan, with their daughter Anika,
6, and son Kellan, 3.
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AT YOUR SERVICE
Cookie Cart employee Devone S.,
15, left, shows College of Education
and Human Development alumnus
Takehito Kamata, center, how to
form dough for gingersnaps as
Karen Dahlgren puts the cookies on
a baking sheet during the Alumni
Day of Service on October 15. The
Cookie Cart is a Minneapolis-based
nonprofit that provides teens with
work, life, and leadership skills
through experience and training in
an urban bakery.
ALUMNI DAY OF SERVICE
BY THE NUMBERS

Sher Stoneman

Cities: 15
Sites in those cities: 23
Number of volunteers: 369,
up 49 percent from 2015
Hours given: 72.5

Nearly 100 alumni gathered during
Homecoming week on October 21 to
reflect on their role as leaders during the
second annual Alumni Leadership Summit,
sponsored by the Alumni Association.
Speakers included University President Eric
Kaler (Ph.D. ’82), Board Chair Dan McDonald
(B.E.E. ’82, J.D. ’85), Alumni Association
President Lisa Lewis, and 2016 Homecoming
Grand Marshal and Brigadier General Clara
Adams-Ender (U.S. Army Ret., M.S.N. ’69).
“We all represent various parts of the
University and the Alumni Association, yet
we share a common mission: to recognize
that by working together with shared
understanding, shared goals, and a spirit
of collaboration, we can have far greater
impact for each other and the University,”
McDonald told the assembly.
Participants had the opportunity to
dialogue with speakers and each other. Myah
Walker (B.S. ’10, M.P.H. ’16), the Alumni Association’s newest board member, expressed
why giving back and being a leader in the
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University community is so rewarding.
“Leadership, to me, means to serve. You
can learn a lot about yourself in serving others. It’s so important that we are selfless in
what we do and make sure we’re giving back
in that capacity,” said Walker.
Akira Nakamura (M.B.A. ’92), who lives
in Tokyo and is the Alumni Association’s
first international board member, had not
been back to campus since graduating. He
said he feels his role on the board is to help
connect other international alumni back to
the University.
“It is difficult to attract interest from
alumni living outside the U.S., but I feel like
I’m playing an intermediary role between
the University and alumni,” he said. “Some of
my experiences and some of my words may
change people’s lives. I’d like to be the kind
of person who could influence other people
in a positive, constructive way—so that’s my
lifelong objective.”
—Erica Mahoney

Brian Sutherland

ALUMNI LEADERS GATHER

Alumni Association board member Myah
Walker and LinkedIn Alumni Ambassador Anish
Das at the Alumni Leadership Summit.

CALL FOR
NOMINATIONS
The University of Minnesota Alumni Association is seeking outstanding candidates
for service on the board of directors.
Positions are available for a term of service
from July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2020.
Visit UMNAlumni.org/boardnomination
to submit names. Deadline is January 13.
For more information contact Ruth Isaak at
isaak006@umn.edu or 612-625-9150.
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A SPECIAL WELCOME

to our newest fully paid Life Members!*
MEMBER ADVANTAGES
Thank you for being a member! Don’t forget
to make the most of your member advantages.
Here are just a few:
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
u Take part in a quarterly roster of noncredit
courses (save 10 percent on continuing education).
u Invest in yourself with a course in the Carlson
Executive Education program (save 10 percent).
EXPLORE CAMPUS
u Visit the Bell Museum of Natural History and
Weisman Art Museum (discounted membership
rates).
u See the finest Northrop Dance, U of M Theatre
Arts, and School of Music performances (member
ticket rates).
u Dine with a view from the Campus Club (local
and non-Twin Cities membership discounts).
u Tour The Raptor Center for a beak-to-nose educational experience (weekend program discounts,
save 20 percent on birthday parties).
MEMBERS-ONLY ACCESS
u Advance notice and special pricing of exclusive
events. Keep an eye on your inbox!
u Online access to U of M Libraries (subset of
student access).
u Continue reading this award-winning magazine!
Membership includes a subscription.
SPECIAL SAVINGS
u 20 percent savings on U of M Bookstores
apparel and gifts in store and online.
u Academic pricing on select Apple products at
the U of M Bookstores.
u 10 percent discount at Goldy’s Locker Room
locations in the Twin Cities
u Show your member card for alumni rates at the
Commons Hotel on campus.
UMNAlumni.org/advantages

As a Life Member, you join a group of more than 18,000 loyal and enthusiastic alumni supporting the U’s important work Dues are invested in a fund
that provides a stable support for key Alumni Association programs.
Michael D. Allen
Anne Ames-Forsythe
Kent K. Anderson
Lee A. Anderson
Linda V. Andrean
Judith H. Aubrecht
Thomas B. Aubrecht
William R. Baldwin
Matthew S. Barnes
Benjamin D. Bearman
Janet T. Beezy
Joel H. Beezy
Irene Bernal
Gwen D. Bernardy-Bauer
John F. Betlach
Dan Biros
Duane J. Blaska
Joan K. Blaska
Richard T. Bleyhl
Lynn Boettcher Fjellanger
Alison A. Bondy
Tyree M. Boze
Jean H. Brudevold
Stephanie N. Buchanan
Thomas E. Burnett
Margarete C. Busse
Dylan C. Byers
Elizabeth Cahoon Goodson
Matthew J. Carr
James C. Carter
Jagadeesh G. Chetty
Mathew A. Chrystal
Chemin Chu
Linda L. Clare
Patrick E. Clare
Timothy D. Conners
Helen L. Conway
Ann M. Curoe
Stephanie J. Daily
Carlos A. Demiranda
Debra E. Deyoung
Robert B. Edman
Marlin P. Filipek
Stephen C. Flagg
Thomas M. Forsythe
Melissa A. Foster
Michael J. Foster
Bridget O. Gidley
Bruce P. Gleason
John A. Gondek
Manjula Gopalraj
Kathryn Graber

Yuanyan Gu
Paula P. Gulliford
Kerry L. Haglund
Patricia A. Hamilton
James W. Hansen
Madeline F. Hansen
Linda R. Hanson
Stephen M. Hatfield
Nicholas A. Heinecke
Toni R. Heinecke
Mary L. Henrickson
Denise O. Hill
Jason Ho
Denis J. Houle
Keith D. Hovland
Lucious Howard
Elizabeth A. Huebsch
Rhonda L. Ingalsbe
Aaron Jastrow
Brenda K. Jenks
Brenda G. Johnson
Gerald R. Johnson
Margaret A. Johnson
Thomas E. Johnson
Timothy A. Johnson
William C. Johnson
Elizabeth M. Johnston
Constance E. Kampf
Heather Keelon
Gerald L. Kelly
Lawrence C. Kelly
Gina Kelly-Wilts
David E. Kerwin
Suzanne L. Kerwin
Elinor K. Kikugawa
Katharine W. Kimball
Thomas A. Knowles
Steven L. Kopperud
Richard M. Levey
Luyi Lien
Marcia L. Lindseth
Andrew P. Litchy
Larry L. Lohmann
Austin L. Lutz
Joel H. Mack
Kenneth M. Manke
Dagan G. Martland
Leah M. Martland
Charles D. McCarthy
Richard G. McNutt
Brian R. McWaters
Christine A. McWaters

Lindsey E. Meek
Thomas B. Morgan
Barbara J. Moser
David H. Moser
Carol J. Mulligan
Mary W. Myers
William P. Myers
Averial E. Nelson
Thomas E. Nelson
Kevin Kwok Wei Ng
Joseph E. O’Connell
Brooke M. Orr
Richard Orr
Gerda M. Ottman
Francis S. Pecoraro
Timothy M. Pellizzer
Rhonda S. Pierce
Catherine A. Polasky
Vivian F. Pommer
Tiffany A. Radcliff
Guynel M.Reid
Deborah C. Resman
Michael H. Resman
Jeffrey K. Rowe
Brett J. Salek
Stephanie M. Salek
Thomas A. Sammon
Glen P. Sandness
Gregg M. Satherlie
Clifford E. Sawyer
Jillian B. Schmidt
Clo Mary I. Skotterud
Blake D Smith
Robert S. Sonier
Teresa V. Sonier
Jerald D. Sprau
Jillian Stein Lipset
Catherine A. Taylor
Mary W. Teske
Kari M. Vokes
Marsanne D. Wallace
Haoran Wang
Kenneth J. Washick
Bruce M. White
Donna J. Wieb
Christopher R. Williams
Harmon R. Wilts
Wai-kwan A. Yung
*Reflects July 9–October 24

Join this list of Life Members by upgrading your membership today!
UMNAlumni.org/join | 800-862-5867
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OF
THE
MATTER

A Matter of the Heart
By Toni McNaron
WE LIVE IN AN INTENSELY skeptical age, but

miracles still happen. Not the Damascus Road sort,
full of bells and whistles, but tiny ones that might
go unnoticed if we are moving too fast. I have been
blessed with such a miracle and have not
let it slip by me. On April 20, 2015, I
underwent surgery to replace my
aortic valve that had shrunk to
an alarming degree. Because I
did not identify any symptoms,
my cardiologist told me I might
well have wandered around until
I keeled over, either to die or make
a severely limited recovery. Instead,
a year later I am able to do all my favorite
activities, e.g., walk a mile and a half each morning,
rain or shine or snowstorm; take aerobics classes
twice a week; and garden actively as many months
as Minnesota allows.
Each morning upon waking, I begin by thanking
those who made this recovery possible: God; my
cardiologist, cardiac surgeon, and caring nurses; an
old friend who came from New York City to be with
me in the hospital; an old friend who came from
Grand Marais to help me settle back into my house
when released from the hospital; neighbors and
friends who got me groceries, slept at my home as
I was beginning to be more independent, drove me
places, read me stories, brought me communion
wafers until I could return to church, and listened as
I tried to speak about how blessed I was.
Now I am not just back to where I was before
the heart scare—I am more deeply connected to
friends and more empathetic with people facing
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serious health challenges. So once I’ve given all
that thanks in the morning, I pledge myself to keep
pondering why I have been given this extra time.
What might I do with this part of my life? I’m 79 and
am sporting a cow membrane in my chest
so that I am still in the land of the
living. Who or what am I to serve?
How might I convey my gratitude
for breath itself and the ability to
embrace life?
While I seek some major foci
for my energy, I am working on
simple acts of connection. As a
lesbian woman, I know what it’s like to
feel invisible. So I am making sure I reach
out to people who are not white like me as I pass
them on the street, stand in lines with them, or
conduct business with them. I want them to know
that I see them, wish them no harm, and do not
intend to shoot them. I cannot know what those to
whom I speak feel, but I know I am practicing what
I believe. And, because my country is veering
dangerously close to nativism, these tiny recognitions may not be as insignificant as they seem.
The heart of the matter of racism and cultural
xenophobia lies in not “seeing” or listening to
those who are visibly different from us. While I
have done enough work not to make overt racist
stereotypes, I can be guilty of banal thoughts and
remarks about that “other” someone on grounds
over which neither they nor I have any control.
What I can control are my own responses to
whomever is in front of me. So I will take my newly
helped heart and open it wider and wider.

Toni McNaron
taught literature
and women’s studies
at the University of
Minnesota from 1964
until 2001. She is an
educator, memoirist,
and lesbian feminist
critic who lives in
Minneapolis.
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We want to keep you and your kids happy ond healthy.
HeolthPortners Clinic and Pork Nicollet Clinic offer flu shots to
everyone 6 months of age and older.
Wa1lk in todo1y; no appointment n,eeded.
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